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ABSTR"ACT

This thesis contains four chapters. Chapter 1 consists of the introductory part

of the thesis and some mathematical background knowledge.

In Chapter 2, we deal with fractals generated by iterated function systems. We

first estimate the Ifausdorff dimension and box dimension for Markov attractors

of iterated function systems, and fractals with respect to sofic systems. Then we

study the structure of this kind of fractal. Finall¡ we calculate the box dimension

of a class of fractal curves which are constructed as a part of Markov attractors of

iterated function systems of a,ffine maps.

In Chapter 3 and 4, we study the measure properties of sumsets. LeI E, F be

Borel subsets of the unit circle T : RlZ. We establish several inequalities of the

form

m(E+r) > p,(E)u(F)P

where rr¿ is the Lebesgue measure, ¡"r and u aîe probability measures on T.

In Chapter 3 we consider þLj v as probability measures which are uniformly spread

on some (digit missing) Cantor sets. For example, when both ¡r and u are the

probability measure which is uniformly spread on the classical Cantor set C, we

have

m(E + ^t') > p(E)'p(F)P,

wherea,Bfulfil a*0 
= i#,3(o-t +p-r)(B and a,p>ffi -r.

In Chapter 4, we deal with coin tossing mear¡ures. Let

ur: $r(P6o i (t - p)6+). Then

rn(E -t .F') > tto,(E)z pr,(F)'

when mffi{pr ,! - pt} + max{p z,! - pr} < l.
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction

and Preliminaries

$1. INrnoDUCTroN

This thesis mainly contains two parts. Chapter 2 is one of the two, in which we

deal with the Hausdorffdimension, box dimension and structure of fractals generated

by iterated function systems. Another part which contains Chapter 3 and 4, involves

measure inequalities of sum sets,

trhactals have been of interest to scientists since the publication of the book[3l] of

B. Mandelbrot. A fractal by the definition of Mandelbrot is a set whose Hausdorff

dimension exceeds its topological dimension. In [2] M. F. Barnsley arid S. Demko

introduced iterated function systems as a unified way of generating a broad class

of fractals. Indeed, many fractals including self-sinrilar sets (such as Cantor miclclle

third set, von Koch curve, Sierpinski gaskets, etc), mixed self-similar sets, self-affine

sets, Julia sets, and much more, can be considered as attractors or Markov attractors

of iterated function systems. The terminology "self-similart' is used by nrany authors

with different meanings. J.E. Hutchinson[26] gave a precise mathematical definition

of self-similar sets and the formula to calculate their Hausdorff dimension. The

Hausdorff dimension of self-affine sets was discussed by K.J. Falconer in [18],[20].
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Barnsley [3] and Bedford [4] gave the box dimension of a class of self-affine curves.

For the general case, [2] gave an estimate of the Hausdorff dimension for attractors

of disjoint hyperbolic iterated function systems. D.B. Ellis and M.G. Branton[15]

gave an upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension for Markov attractors of disjoint

hyperbolic iterated function systems associated with primitive transition matrices

and nrade a natural cortjecture concerning the lower bound. C. Bandt[I] constructed

fractals by iterated function systenrs with sofic systems which a,re more general than

attractors a¡rd Markov attractors and calculated their Hausdorff dimension in some

special car¡es.

The work which r¡/e present in Chapter 2 is mainly based on [15], [1] and [a].

In Chaptet 2 we first estimate the Hausdorff dimension and box dinrension for

Markov attractors of disjoint hyperbolic iterated function systems when the transi-

tion matrix M is irreducible.And then we extend the result to nrore general cases.

These results mainly appea,r in [a9]. Afterwards we estimate the Hausdorff di-

mension of fractals generated with sofic systems under a disjointness condition by

similar techniques. This result is also claimed in [a9] without proof. Later we dis-

cuss the structure of attractors and Markov attractors of iterated function systems.

This result appears in [50]. At last we calculate the box climension of a class of

fractal curves which are constructed as a part of Markov attractors of iterated func-

tion systems of affi.ne maps.

Let E,.t' be subsets of a locally conrpact abelian group X. Of particular interest

will be the case when X is the circle T =RlZ. Define the sumsel of E and .F as

E+F:{ætUlæ€E,yeF}.

We can also define the difference set E-F as .E+(-.F), where -F - {-*l* € f'}.
If both.Ð a¡rd.t'are very'(thin"(".g. in the sense of Haar meanure zeto),what can
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v/e say about the "thicknesst' of E -f .t'? Measure properties of sumsets, especially

when X is the real line R and E, F are Cantor sets on R, are researched and

applied by many authors for different purposes(see for examples [B],[10],[25],[29],

[30],[32],[34],[36],1371,[38],[40],[42]l). As D.M. oberlin pointed out "Two of the at-

tributes of a locally compact abelian group are its Haar measure and its addition

operation. An aspect of the relation between these is the behavior of the Haar

measure of sets which are sunls"(see [38]).

In 1946, M. Hall[25] gave a condition under which the sunrset of two Cantor

sets contains an interval and he used the result to prove that any real number can

be expressed as a sum of two numbers in .t'(4)(the set of all the real numbers in

the continued fraction of whose fractional part only L, 2, 3,4 appear). Measure

properties of sumsets are also very inrportant in the research of dynamical systems.

For the purpose of studying the structure of the set of all diffeonrorphisms on the

sphere 52, S.E. Newhouse in his paper [34] gave a conclition, which is similar to the

condition of M. Hall, when the intersection of two Cantor sets are not empt¡ there-

fore the difference set of them contains an interval. He developed the condition a¡rd

gave an concept of thickness for general Cantor set later([35],[36]). (rlt is crucial in

dynamical systems"(R.F. Williams[47]). In [40] J. Palis and F. Takens gave a limit

capacity(upper box dimension) condition when the Lebesgue measure of the cliffer-

ence set of two Cantor sets is zero and used the result to resea¡ch the structure of

bifurcation sets for certain one-parameter fanrilies of 2-dimensional diffeomorphism.

In [39], Palis raised some questions about difference sets of Cantor sets.

The references directly leading up to the present work are [6],[7],[g],[10]. Now

the circle T is in consideration. Use p" to denote the sreasure on T which is

uniformly spread out on the classical Cantor middle third set C. G. Brown, who

is my supervisor, and w, Moran([8]) proved that for any Borel subsets E, F of T,
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one has

nL(E + .F) > p,"(E)"p"(F). (1)

where r - |f,Ëå and, m is the Lebesgue measure. Oberlin([38]) obtained that

nt(E -r F) > m(ø)L-t p,.çt¡ (2)

where t: l# : dim(p"). He also noticecl the quantitatïve relation between the

exponents of (1) and (2) and the Hausdorff dimensions of the measures involved.

For (1) we have

odim(p.) * adim(¡r") = 1 : dim(z¿).

And

(t - z) dim(nr.) * dim(p") : dim(z¿)

for (Z). The proof of (2) is based on the inequality

æouo amax{øo(t-y)', (r- *)'a"} + (t -æ)'(1 -u)- > L (g)

proved by D.R. Woodall([48]), where 0 ( æ, U 11and ": Irg%+. In lZ], Brown

proved some analytic inequalities, one of which is

rtæ*æ2 > (1 az"¡t/"(t+æt¡tlt (4)

for 0( n1!,where s, ú arerestrictedUv * ++: ï:# ancl 3(s+ú) <8. A[the
others have similar forms. He claimed(without proof) that some of the inequalities

he proved can be transferred into measure inequalities of sumsets. In [10] Brown

and J.H. Williamson considered the infinite convolution ûleasure

un : $r(P6o-r (r - e)o¿).

The main result of 110] is that there exist an integer n a¡rd a a ) 0 such that for

any Borel subsets Et, Ezr..., En, one has

m(h t Ez * .. . ¡ E*) > po(Et)'tto(Er)' .. . þr(E,")' (5)
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In Chapters three a¡rd four we prove several inequalities with the form

m(E + r') > p,(E)v(F)P (6)

where rn is the Lebesgue measure, ¡^t, and z are probability measures on T which are

either rn or singular to rru, and where a, B are numbers satisfying

qs(p) + 7s(u) 2 r. (7)

Here s(.) is the singular exponent of the given measure.

In Chapter three we considet þ, u as probability measures which unifornrly spread

on some (digit nrissing) Cantor sets. For example, the inequality (1) of Brown and

Moran is sharpened as

m,(E -t r) > p.(E)"p.(F)P

where o, B satisfies

{

- log3a*ß>- Iog2

3(o-t+B-')<8, a, þ) P4-t.- Iog2
Part of these results appearc in [12]. We also point out that a condition like (7) is

necessary for an inequality like (6) in general case. In some cases, for exampL p.,

we have s(¡r) : dinr(¡r).

In Chapter four, we deal with coin tossing measures

**(pr,I - pt)* max(p2, L - pz)< $ we have

m(E -t ^F') > po,(E)z pr"(F)'

for a^ny Borel subsets E, F of T. And the condition

nrax(p1 ,L - pt) * max(p 2,! - où =l
is necessa¡y for (8) in some sense.

We find that when

(8)

The preliminary knowledge which we need appears in the next section
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$2. PnurMrNARrES

I{ausdorff Dirnension. Let E be a subset of a metric space (X,d,). A cover

U : {Ui} (countable or finite) of .Ð is called a 6-coaer if 0 < itiam(U¿) ( 6 for each

i.

Suppose a is a non-negative number. For any ó ) 0 let

?ri@): inf{ | amm(u¿)'lu is a ó-cover of E}
U¡€U

'ILi@) is increasing as ó is decrea^sing. Denote

r{'(E): 
}ijà 

rri@)

(*ry be 0 or oo). we carr ?7'(E) the a-dimensional Hausd,orff îneasure of, E.

Proposition 1.1. Suppose that0 ( a ( p.If 'll-(E) < oo ú.hen

ttÊ(n¡ : s

IfT(P(E))oú.hen

7r"@) = oo.

The Hausdorff dimension of .E is defined by

dim(.ø) - inf {olTt* (E) : 0} : sup{ al\l' (E) - oo}.

The "covert' in the above can also be replaced by "open cover" or "closed covert,

without changing the value of Hausdorff dimension. By the definition we can get

the following result easily(see [27]).
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Proposition 1.2. Let X,Y be two metñc space with a map ì[ : X ¡--+ Y, and 6, c

be positive constants. Then we have

(a) if d(rú(æ), v(s)) 2 cd(æ,s)6, then

1

dim(Y) > 
Sdinr(x);

(b) if v(X) : Y and d(il'(ø), V(s)) 1 cd(æ,y)6 , then

Let p' be a probability measure on X. The Hausdorff dimension of ¡^c is defined

AS

dim(¡r): inf{dim(n)lp@) - 1},

Theorem 1.3. .teú p, be a measure on [0,t] defrned by

r: T 
r(noóo 

* pL6#F +... + prn-16*)

wherep: (po tpr1...1prn-r) is aprobability distribution (i.". p¿ ) 0 and
rr¿-I
Ð
i=O

L).

Then

1

-6v)dim( dim(X )

P¿

1 *-r
dim(¡r) : -;j; Ðrrlosp¿,o8r, 

n_o

(see Billingsley [5]).

Box Dimensions. There are ûì.any other definitions of dimension. Box-counting

dimension or box dinrension is one of the most widely used dimension.

Let E be a bounded non-empty subset of a metric space (X, d,) and let .nf6(E) be

the smallest number of sets of diameter at most ó which can cover ^Ð. The lower
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a"nd upper boæ dimensions of .Ð respectively are defined as

dim¡(.8) : lim 
toeryó(ø)

ó_o - log ó

di*¡(E) -;_B,t#f,
The upper box dimension is also called limit capacity by many authors. If both

dinrensions are equal we call the common value rhe bor dimension of E,

crim¡(E):;Tàry#?

The relation of upper and lower box dimensions with Hausdorff dimension is

dim(.Ð) < dim6(.Ð) I dim¿(^E').

.Ls: } f ,rr'øÐ: I,t dm

Ergodic Theorem. (see Walters [a5]). Let (x, ß,rn) be a probability space.

wesayamap?: x Þ x is rneasure-preseruingrinT ismeasurable

(i.e. B e ß + T-L(B)e 6) and m(r-t(B)) : *(B).

A measure-preserving map ? is called ergodic if the only members B of ß with

T-L(B) - B satisfy nt(B)- 0 or m(B) - 1.

Theorem 1.4. SupposeT : (X,B,m,) - (X,ß,m) is eryodic and I € Lr(X,ß,*).
Then

TL-4.e.

Non-negative Matrix. Two n, x r¿ matrices are called equiualent if there is a

permutation that transforms one into the other. An n x n nratrix M is called

red,ucible if it is equivalent to a matrix of the form

:(M
Mn Mn

o Mzz
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where Ms and M22 ate square matrices. Otherwise M is called irreilucible.

An non-negative square matrix M (alI entries of M are non-negative, written as

M > 0) is called primitiue, if. Mk > 0 (all entries > 0) for some positive integer k.

Obviousl¡ a primitive nratrix is irreducible. For an irreducible non-negative

matrix M, we have the following Perron-trYobenius Theorem (see [22]).

Theorem L.6. An fureducible non-negative matrix M always ha^s a maximum posi-

tive eigenvalue ),. The moduli of all the other eigenvalues do not exceed À. Morcover

there is a,n eigenvector associated to ), with aJJ positive coordinates.

We will use llMll to denote the À in theorem 1.5, and call it lhe Percon-Frobenius

eigenualue of M.

Symbolic Dynamics. Denote

\.

oo

Ðr : fI (t, ...,n),
tn:I

where n ) 2. Then tf it a compact topological space with the product topology

of discrete topologies. 'We may define different metrics with different Hausdorff

dimensions on )f which determine the same topology as the product topology.

This will play an important role in Chapter 2.

Define a shift nrap 7 on Ðf by

r (i l2fu ...) : (i,2i,3...)

and denote the inverse maps of r as

o¿(i1i2...) - (iiú2...), i :!,2,...,N

I



LeI P : (p¿¡)be a stochastic matrix (i.e. pn¡ ) 0, Ë pij:1) and p: (pr ,,...,pN)
j=r

be a probability distribution such that pP - p. Define a probability measure ,¿ on

>* bv

P{ù...i,"]) : p^p¿J2...Pi* 
-1i^

for each cylinder lit...i,"l(i.e. the set of all points of Ef whose first r¿ coordinates

are i1 ,...rin). By the Kolmogorov extension theorem ¡l is a probability nreasure on

Øt,ß) where B is the Borel algebra of >*. If P is irreducible then r is ergodic on

(Ð*,ß,¡r)(see[5]).

Iterated Function System (i.f.s.). Let X be a conrpact metric space and

T¿ : X r-- X (i : t,,...,n) be Borel measurable. Let C(X) denote all continuous

real-valued functions on X. (X;Tt,...,Tn) is called an iterated function system

(i.f.s.), if there exists a probability distribution p : (pr,...,pn) such that for any
TT

f e C(X), Dp¿U o fr) is also in C(X) (see Barnsley and Demko [Z]).i=L

clearly when all ft's are continuous (x; Tr,...,7*) is an i.f.s. and for any proba-

bility distribution p, Ðp¿ff oT¿) is continuous.
TL

i=l

If 4 is a contraction for each i, (X;Tt,...,Tn) is called a hyperbolic iterated

function system (h.i.f.s.).

For a h.i.f.s., there exist a non-empty compact subset á which fulfills

rL

A: U r¿(A)
i=I

(see Hutchinson 126]). A is called the attractor of the h.i.f.s.. There is a continuous

þ: Ðf nA

map
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defined by

ó(iriz...) - lim ft, ...T¿^(*),, Væ€X

The following diagram is conrmutative

r* -I- A2rL

J', J*
ÐI3'A

forallie{1,2,...,n}.

Self-Similarity. When X is a subset of Euclide¿ilr space R- and T¿ is a sinrilitude

nrap(there exist r¿, s.f . d\T¿(u),T¿(U)) : r¿d,(æ,g)) for each i, then the attractor á is

called a self-similør set. Under the 'ropen set condition" stated below, the Hausdorff

dinrension of ,4 equals the value of a satisfying

ftu'-- t'
7L

i=I

open set condition. w'e say that the h.i.f.s (x;Tt,,... ,Tn) satisfies lhe open set

condition if there exists a non-empty bounded open set V such that

T¿(v)lr,V) : Ø, i f j and Ta(v) cv, i,j : !,...,n

11



cHAPTER 2. Fractals Related to
Iterated Fhnction Systems

$1. INrnoDUCTroN

In this chapter we deal with the Hausdorff dimension, box dimension and con-

struction of fractals generated by iterated function systems(i.f.s.). It consists of six

sections.

In section 2, we estimate the Hausdorff dimension and box dimension for attrac-

tors and Markov attractors of disjoint hyperbolic iterated function systems(h.i.f.s.).

The main result of this section appears in Theorem 2,2 and is a generalization of

Theorem 2.1 proved by Barnsley and Demko([2]). Theorem 2.1 says that if a disjoint

iterated function system (X;Tt,... ,Tn) satisfies

s¿d,(r, g) < d(T¿æ, T¿U) < s¿d,(æ, y) Væ,y Ç X, 1 ( i 1n (1)

for some constants 0 ( s¿ ( F¿ ( 1, then

I < dim(,A) !u, (2)

where A is the attractor of (X;Tt,...,Tn) and where I and u ate given by
'rL rL

D-t'n - 1 attd Ð 5ï : L. In Theore m 2.2, we consider the Markov attrac Iot A¡a'i=L i=L

L2



of the disjoint h.i.f.s. (X;T,... ,Tn) satisfying (1) with respect to an irreducible

transition matrix M. We get

/ < dinr(A u)) < u,, (3)

where l, u are deternrined bV llM S' ll : t and llM S'll : t. The upper bouncl part

is first proved by Ellis and Branton([l5]) for pimitive M (prinritivity is a stronger

hypothesis than irreducibility). We also get that

dlms(Ay¡) < ø. (4)

In section 3, we generalize the result of the previous section in two aspects.

Firstl¡ we show that (3) also holds when M is reducible but has a non-zero

eigenvalue. Secondly, we prove that when not all fr's are contractions but

(X;ftt"'1T*) ís cyclically contracting wilh M, dim(.A¡a) can also estimatecl

bv (s).

In section 4, we use techniques similar to section 2 to estimate Hausdorff di-

ntensions of fractals generated by i.f.s. with sofic systems. The terminology ,,sofic

system" conres from B. Weissl+6]. C. Bandt [1] constructed fractals from i.f.s. with

sofic systenrs. This construction method is more general than the ,.partial self-

similarity" of W.J. Gilbert[24] and the so called ,,Mw method', (see [aB])) of R.D.

Mauldin a¡rd S.C. Williams[33]. [1] calcutated the Hausdorff dimension when X is

a subset of Euclidean space and 2]'s are cyclically contracting similitudes satisfying

an open set condition. We assume that X is a compact nretric space like in previous

sections and Q's are not similitudes but satisfy (1). Under a disjointness condition

we get an estimation of the Hausdorfl dimension for this kind of fractal, which is

similar to (3) for the Markov attractors. However, a Markov attractor is a special

case of a fractal constructed with sofic systems.

13



In section 5, we discuss the structure of attractors and Markov attractors of

hyperbolic iterated function systems. We show that when M is irreducible for a huge

amount (in the sense a.e, for any ergodic measure) of element s (h, jz, ...) e Ðl@r)
the Markov attractor Av can be approached by the set

{TioTio-,...Tjr*; k} m}, r € X.

In fact, we will show that

Au: ) {T¡nTjn-,...Tj,*; k > m,} p-a.e

oo

rn=I

for all probability measures f, on Ðt@') for which the shift operator is ergodic.

In section 6, we calculate the box dinrension for a class of fractal curves. First

we construct a class of continuous functions on closed intervals by iterated function

systems with a,ffine ûìaps. The graphs of these functions are subsets of Markov

attractors of the iterated function systenrs. Then we calculate the box dimension

of the graphs. 'When the curves appeaï merely a^s attractors instead of Markov

attractors, Barnsley 13] and Bedford 14] gave the result of box dimension. In general

we do not know if the Hausdorff dimension of these curves is equal to box dimension.

In the self-affine case, [23] gave a condition under which the Hausdorff climension

and the box dimension are equal.

L4



$2. M¡.nrov AmRecloRs

Definition 1. Let (x; Tr,... ,Tn) be a h.i.f.s. with attractor A. 'we 
say

(X; ft,... ,Tn) is a disjoint h.i.f.s. îf Ti(A)ìf¡Ø): Ø when i + j.

The attraclot A of a disjoint h.i.f.s. is totally disconnected.

Theorem 2.1. Let (x;Tr,-.. ,Tn) be a disjotnt h.i.f.s.. Let A be the attuactot of

(X;Tt,.'. , T^). Suppose that

s¿d,(æ,y) ! d(T¿æ,T¿U) < s¿d,(æ,g) Yæ,y Ç X, L 1i 1n

for some consta,ntsO ( s¿ 1 s¿ l L Then

/ < dim(A) 1u,

rt

Ð
i=L

st¿: L and lSï : L.where
Tt,

i=I

This theorem \Mas first established by Barnsley and Demko [2] when X is a com-

pact subset of Euclidean space R,-. Ellis and Branton 115] proved it for general

metric spaces. When X is a conrpact subset of Euclidean space R-, the upper

bound can be replac'ed by min{z, rn,}.

Example 1. Suppose 0 < r¿ { I, i - I,..., n,. Define a metric d, on Ðf bV

r,..., in = in;in+t * in+t

Lriz : izr"'

1'

where i : (ir ,i2,.. '), j : (h, j2,...) e Ðf .

15



@t,d,) is a compact space and we have

d,(o¿(i),,"¿0)) - r ¿d(i, j).

for each i. Hence ((Ej, d);ot,... ,o,) is a h.i.f.s., The attractor of this h.i.f.s.

is (Ej,d) itsetf. Clearl¡ "¿@I)fl"¡(>f): Ø when i + j. This says that

((>f , d);ot ,. . . ,qn) is a disjoint h.i.f.s.. By theorem 2.!,

dinr((Ef,, d)): o
TL

where a fulfills lri : l.
i=l

Definition 2. An n' x r¿ matrix M is called a, Markoa transition matriæ if aIl

of its entries are 1 or 0. we say a sequence (finite or infinite) h,i2,... , where

i¡ € {1,2,... ,n}, is M-admissible,îf

Mirir*, : t

for all j:t,2,...

In the rest of this section, M always stands for a Markov transition matrix.

Denote the set of all rhe M-admissible element of )f as Ðl(M). Then >I(M)
is a closed therefore conrpact subspace of Ef .

Definition 3. Let (X; Tr,... ,Tn) be a h.i.f.s.. Let

Atø: ó@I@Ð.

Then A¡6 is called lhe Markou attractor of the system associated wilh M.

Clearl¡ A7¿ is a compact subset of the attractor 24., The Markov attractor of

((>f , d);rr,... ,on) is just ÐI@).Denote

J¿ - {i: (ù,i2,...) e >I@)lir : i}
16



Then

J¿ - U o¿(J¡).
M;¡=l

Let B¿ - AgìT¿(A) : ó(J¿).Then

B¿ U r¿@¡).
M¡i=L

when arr ris are similitudes, A¡a ís called a mined self-similar set.

Theorem 2.2. Assume that (x;Tt,... , T") ß the sarne as in theorcm 2.7 and M

is an irreducible Matkov fuansition matúx, Am is the Markov attractor associated.

with M. Then

/ < dim(1, ¡ø) S u,

and

I < din(Bu) < u i: I,... ,n,

wherc

llus'll:t and llMs'll :1, (3)

and wherc

0

sI.

0

si

Ellis a¡rd Branton [15] proved the upper bound part when M is primitive and left

the lowerbound part as a conjecture.

Applying theorem 2.2 to ((>f , d); o,,,. . . ,on) we get

dinr((Ðf (M),d)): o,

t7



where a is determined by llML'll : 1, and where

rft
^t: (

ri0

0

We shall prove this result directly and then use it and proposition !.2 to prove

theorcm 2.2.

Proposition 2.3. Let M be an irreducible Matkov tnnsition matrix. Then

dîm((>[(M),d)): o,

and

dinr(("I¿, d)) : o, i : !,... ¡tut

wherc a is determined by llML* ll : t.

Proof. Let u: (ør,"' ,un)T be a Perron-trYobenius eigenvector of MÂo, such

that max{rn} :1. For any cover U oï >1,(M), denote

u(o): t d,i,arn(U)..
ueu

First we show that dim((Ðl(M),d)) < a. If we can find a sequence of d",,-covers

of Ðl@) with d- [ 0, say {u,*}, such that, for some positive constant c,

U,*(o)(c(oo,

for each rru, then we get the result

Choose 6,n: (max{r¿})- and let

U,n - {[¿r . . .i,"]l\t . ..i,") is M-admissible].

18



Then Un is a 6,n-cover of Ð[(M). 'We 
show that {U,.} has the required property.

'We have

I amnr(u)* :
ueu^

: I{(ru, . . .ri_)'l(i,. .. .i,*) is M-admissible}

: f rf,,(M.i,,6ri,) ... (M¿^-,6r1)
(ù"'i^)

: t ri(Mrt )ff-r
Tfl

((max{r,t," 
Ð lçrwtt )ry-'

((max{r,})"' **ï,,} Ð\r* Ìr1i-',¡

Ð,,.

The last expression is independent of r¡¿

Now rve show that dim((Ðf (M), d)) >

{U(a)lU is a cover of Ð[,(M)] has a positive lower bound. Then the o-dimensional

Hausdorff measure of (Ðf (M), d) is positive, therefore dim((Ðf (M), d)) ì o.

Note that any subset of >f can be extended to a cylinder with the same diameter.

Since '!¡¡e a,re interested in the lower bound, and lf (M) is compact, .t¡¡e may restrict

attention to consider the covers consisting of finite cylinders. Suppose tt - {C¡lL <

i < m'\ is such a cover. If aII C¿'s are cylinders formecl by strings of the same length,

say ú, then

u(") > l{ato*(]i,.,. . . 
, irl)'l(ir . .. it) is M-admissible}

: l{rî, . . .rftl(h . . .ir) is M-admissible}

: D rft(Mr,.i,rî,)... (M¿,_¡,ri,)
i1ri2r"'ri1

19



: t rylçutr-)l;'
TL

rù

j=r

TL

j:L
TL

rylQw tt')l;',,
j=r

If they don't have the sarre length, assume the largest one is ú, and sa¡

ct : lit,"',i¡] with k < t. Refine the cover by cylinders formed by strings of

length ú. For C1 we have

t {rî,... rînrîn*,... rf;l\nin+r... it) is M-aclmissible}

rlu¿

i=t
TLt

i=I
Tl'

Ð
i:L

xl"+t t"' ¡Lt

-ri, . . .rî-Ð(M L")i;!

<rfi...ri. .*ï-T it*n )i;!,,

ri- U)i*

<iti,am(Cyf.

min{ø"}
1

min{ø,}'

d,i,am(C1)" >

) min{ø,} I {rî,... rînrä*,... rf,lþoin+r... it)
'in+tr"'rit

is M-admissible)

Therefore

u \d,iøm(c)'

_-q.
-t it

Hence

(a )

> min{ø,} . \{rî, . . .rft (h . . .ir) is M-admissible}

'?,

> min{ø,} Ðrîrn,
rL

i=L

20



which implies inf{U(a)lu is a cover of >f(tW)} > o, Hence dim((>f (M),d)) > o

As for J¿, since Ðt@) : U J¿, there exists at least one j such that

dim((J¡, d)) : o. Because ¡¿ iroirt 
"¿ucible, 

for any i there exists a path from

i to j. Suppose (i,ir,... ,it",j) is such a path. Then the set uioit...o¿o(J¡) is

contained in J¿. Hence

dim((J¿, d)) > dîm((o¿o¿,... cit"Qj),,d)) : a.

Theorem 2.2 can be proved by Proposition 2.3 and the following result.

Proposition 2.4. Defr.ne two metúcs d4, d,2 on Ð[ in the sarne way as in

Example 7, wherc r¿ is replaced by s¿ and E¿ rcspectively, i - Lr... 1n. Then for

any subset E of A one has

dim(/-l(^E'), dr) I dim(^E') < dim(/-t(ø),¿r).

Proof. By Proposition L.2, lt suffi.ces to show that there exist positive constants

cr¡ cz such that

c1d1(i,j) < d(ó(i) d0)) < c2d2(i,,j),

where i, j are arbitrary elements of Ðf . Suppose that

i - (ir ...inin+t...),, j : (ir ...injn+t...)

with a¡..1 * jn+t. Then

d,(ó(i),d0)) < sir . s¿rd(sQk(i)),d("k0)))

: dz(í, j)d(d("k (i)), d("k 0)))

< dz(i,j)diam(X),

2L



where r is the shift map on Xf . And

d,(ó(i),d0)) > sir s¿rd(þ(rk(i)), d("k0)))

: ù (i, i)d(óGk GÐ,d(" 
k 
0)))

> dr (i, j) . +)+{dQt(A),Tj(A)}.

Bv the disjointness condition, m;+{il(Tr(A),Ti(A)} > o.

Remark l. Clearl¡ Theorem 2.1 is a special case of Theorem 2.2 when ail the

entries of M are L.

Remark 2. The '(disjointness" condition plays an important role in Theorent 2.L,

Theorem 2.2. From the proof \rye can see that without the "disjointness" condition

the upper bound still remains true. But the lowerbound may not be true, even if
the '(open set condition" holds.

Example 2(Falconer [20]). Let x be the triangle with vertices (0,0), (1,1), (1, -1),
let /1 , lz be linear functions restricted on X, which map the three vertices into

(0,0), (À,À), (À,0) and (0,0), (À,0), (À,-À) respectivel¡ where 0 < I < 1. Then

(x;lt,"fz)isah.i.f.s. whichsatisfiesthe"opensetcondition". For a¡¡yæ,y€xwe
have

d(r¿@),r¿@)), )o@,rr, i : 1,2,

where the metric d is given by d((x1,az),(Ut,Uz)) : max{lr1 -Al,l*z_yrl}. When

^: + the / of (X; fr, "fr) i. ]. e,rt the attractor is a single point (0,0).
However, \Me can slightly generalize the '.disjointness" condition of Theorem 2.2.

Through the proof \rye can see that the condition that (x;rr,...Tn) is a disjoint

h.i.f.s. can be replaced by B¿ : Utør¡_tT¿(B¡) is a disjoint union for each i. We

can also see that the condition

s¿d,(r,y) < d(T¿æ,T¿g) < s¿d,(æ,y) (4)

for all æ,U € X can be relaxed to (a) holds for all æ,a € Am.
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Theorem 2.2t. suppose that (x;rt,... ,Tn) is a .h.i.fs., and M is an irreducible

Markov fuansition matñx, Am is the Markov attractor a,ssociated with M. If for

each i we have

s¿d,(æ,y) < d(T¿æ,T¿u) 1s¡d(æ,y), Væ,y e A¡a

and B¿ - U T¿(B) is a disjoint union, then
M;i:t

I I dim(A m) 1u,

and

I < dim(B¿) 1u, 'i, : !,.'. ,¡f

where I and u are given by llM SI ll : t and llM S'll : t.

Further generalization will be given in next section

Now we consider the upper box dimension for Markov attractors. For a h.i.f.s

(X;Tt,. .. ,?,) satisfying

d,(T¿æ,T¿u) 3 s¿d(n,s) (5)

we also have

(6)

where ,4 is the attractor of (X; Tt,...,Tn) a,nd ø is given by ity :1
i=t

(see [f O] p 123). We show that for Markov attractors we have a similar result.

Theorem 2.6. Let (X;7,,,... ,Tn) be a h.i.f.s. satisfying (5). Let A¡a be the

Markov attractor of (X;Tt,... ,Tn) associated with an ineducible Markov transi-

tion matúx M. Then

dins(A¡y1) < u

di-a(A) <,
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where u is determined by llM S"ll : t.

We prove Theorenr 2.5 in a similar way to the proof of the upper bound part of

Theorem 2.2.

Lemma 1. Under the sane assumption as Ptoposition 2.3 we have

dim¿ ((Ðf (M), d,)) - dim((Ef (u¡, a¡¡ - o.

Proof. since we always have dims (êt@),d)) > dim((>f (M), d)) we need onty

to show dim¿((Ðf (M),d,)) I o. Let nf(6) be the smallest number of sets of diameter

at most á which can cover ÐI@).By an argument of [19] (pat) it suffices to show

that

* toe_{V(rk) a o/r+oo -kLog1

for some 0 < I < 1. We choose 7 : nrin{r¿} and cover Am by M-admissible

cylinders of diameters within (lk+t , 'ykl. The existence of this kind of cover is clue

to the choice of 7. Since any two cylinders are either disjoint or one contained in

the other, we see that thelubot" cover is clisjoint. Denote the cover as V¡o. For

lù,i2,... ,itl € 'P¡ we have

1*+t < TitTiz. .. r¡, l.,lk

Hence

I[(7r¡t(r+1)o < D{On,rn,...rit).1lir, i2,... ,itj el|n].

If we can show that f{(ritriz... r¿,)ollir,ir,...,ii eln} ( c for some c > 0, then

we get that
log ¡f(7tu) log c - alogl
-k,r.n 

(û-r 
-krogl
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Therefore limr-.o

Again we use u - (urr... ,,un)T to denote the Perron-trbobenius eigenvector of

MLo with max{rn} - L. Suppose the largest length of cylinders in }rc is ú. For

lir,iz,. ..,,itl e Vn (I < t),

\{{rn,rn,''' ri{i,+r "'ri,)'l(i¿+,,"',ir)

is M-admissible and M¿,¡,*, : 1)

:(r¿,r¿,. .. rit¡'it6*Ìr'),-,)n¡lMn,i : t\
j=L

) (r¿,r ¿, . . . r itl- fjtf* Iy')'-') ¿¡, ¡lM¿,¿ : \\
j=r

:(r¿rr¿r. .. r¿r)o t u¿

M¡f=L

) (r¿rr¿, . . . rit)* min{tr.'¡ }.

Hence

(r¿rr¿r.-.r¿,)o I

<(urin{tr.'¡})-t t{(riJiz. . . ri.{jt+t... rj,)'l(j¿+r,,. . ., jò

is M-admissible and M¿,¡,*, : 1Ì.

Therefore

Ð,{?n,rn" "' rit)'l lir,iz, "',i¿1 e vn]

< (min {tr.'¡ } ) -t t { ( r¿ { iz . . . r it)* I 
(rt, iz, . . ., i r)l is M -admissible}

:(min{tu¡ })-t t (( M It*)')¿¡

1a.

<(min{tr.'¡ })-' t (( M L-)t),i¡u ¡

ntJ

x¡J
TL

-(nrin{tr¡ })-'\rn.
i=I

t
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Lemma 2. Let X,Y be two metúc spaces of fr.nite diameter with amap i[ : X r--+ Y

which is onto and satisfres

d(v (u),v(s)) ! cd(n,y)6 .

Then we have
1dim¡(r) S dim¿(X).
6

Lenrma 2 is an inritation of Proposition 1.2(b) for upper box-counting dimension.

Proof. For any finite cover U of. X which consist of sets of diameters at most e,

V(U) is a finite cover of Y with sets of diameters at most ce6. Hence we always have

Àt.,(Y) < ¡r"(x)

which demonstrates the Lemma

Theorem 2.5 can be proved by Lemma !,2 and the fact

d,(ó(i),dfi)) < d2(i, j) di,am(x),,

(see the proof of Proposition 2.4).

Example 3. Any real number can be expressed as a continued fraction,

1aol
1at*'

(finite or not)wh€r€ 06 ÇZ and a¿ EZ+, i> L. We denote it as [øs taL¡az¡...]. Let

f'(0, n.) : {[0, aL¡ez,.' .]11 3 a¿ z-n, L 1i < *].

We will estimate the Hausdorff dimensions of F(0,2) by Theorerr- 2.!. Rogers[41]

gave the result $ < ai*1f @,Ð < ?.
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Let

a, : min{F(0,2)} : 10,2,!,2,,!,...] : g
2

and

b - mær{.F(0,2)} - [0,1, 2,,I,2,'..] : ^/l - t.

Define f¿ : [ø, ó] r* [ø, ó] by

/¿([0, ar,az,'..]) - [0,i, aL¡&z,...], 1 2

In fact, we have l¿@): #, ancl f!(æ) - - (i+æ Hence

E# 3v¿@)- t¿@)t=E#

holdsforall n, u € [a,ö]. Therefore, ([",ö]; h,fz) isah.i.f.s.. Itsattractorisr'(0,2)

Clearly it is disjoint. By theorenr 2.1,

0.4599. .. <

where 0.4599.. . and 0.6429... are the solutions of

(-¿-¡)"* (,*;_,¡''

and
2u 2u

:l

-1.
1 1

+

We can also consider .t'(0, 2) as the attractor of the h.i.f.s. ([",b]; ht, ln, lzt, lzz)

where lnj : f¿a f¡.Since

16(10,aL¡ez, ...]) - [0, i, j,at,az,...] (1)

1 j-læ

j+æ

1e

Í¿¡(*) :
i+

27
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v/e have

IIence

and

to

rl¡@): W¡+ræ

@f#<v¡¡@)-Í¿¡@)t=øE#
By Theorem 2.1, we get

0.5047. . . <

where I:0.5047... and u:0.6634... a,re deternrinedby

22 2l

2u

:]tt
i=L j=I

22

Ðt 1

i-r j-L

Now let E be the subset of .F'(0,2) defined by

E - {[0, at,e2,...llo¿ - L or 2,

but (ø¿, a¡+t,a¿+z) f (1,2,1),1 < i < *Ì.

We show that dim(E + E) ( 1 and then m(E + E) : 0 where rr¿ is the Lebesgue

measure. Clearly ^E is the Markov attractor of ([ø, b]; lrr,ln,lzt, /22) with respect

101
011
101

1

0

1

1 111

M-
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LetÂ:

c¡

0

0

0

0

0

0

C4

0

C2

0

0

. Then the cha¡acteristic polynomiat of MÂ is

0.385... < dim(^Ð) < dims(.8) <0.426...

0

0

C3

0

det(À/ - ML)

:À4 - ("t + c4)À3 - ("r", I czcE + cscE)\z - c2cac4À

Letcl-"/-s..-:rh: \ú,c2:lsu:3ff - 
=É,I

ca : 1/s21 : ,+* - 2 - r/3 and ca: /s22 : O+-: +. Then

det(À/ - ML):
_ \ 4 51 - 16/5 .3 313 - t66\/i ,2 73 - 4t\/i ,-/\ - Bg ^- r4g n - 143 o'

8

'WhenÀ>0wehave

det(À/ - ML) > À4 - 0.60À3 - 0.18À2 - 0.02À.

Therefore' lÀ/ - MLI > 0 whenever À ) 1, which means that the number ø deter-

mined by llM S'll : 1 is less than I since llM S'll is decreasing with respect to u.

Hence we have

dim¡¡(.ø) < dim¡(.8) < u <
1

t
Therefore

dim(.E+E) <dim(ExE)

< dim(^Ð) -f dims(,E') (see [19] ps5)

<1.

In fact we can get that
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where 0.385... and 0.426... are solutions of llMst ll : t and llMs-ll - 1. By the

result dim(.B + E) ( 1 we get that the Markov spectrum below r/fO which is a

subset of.2 i (ø + ø) has Lebesgue measure zero(see [14]). The original proof is

quite tough.
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$3 GuunnALrzATroNS

In this sectiort we will gerreralize the result of theorem 2.2in two aspects.

I. M is reducible. Now \¡¡e assume lhat M is reducible. We still use lløll to denote

the eigenvalue of M whose absolute value is the largest arnong all the eigenvalues

of. M. llMll may be 0 for some M. We will show that the result of theorem 2.2is

also true when M is reducible but llMll > 0. First rve suppose that

/ Mt M:-l-\M:l I\ o M,)
where M1 and M2 ate nTxrn and (rz- m) x (n-rn) irreducible matrices respectively.

If Mn : 0, we split (X;Tt,... ,Tn) into two h.i.f.s.'s, (X;fr,... ,,7,o) and.

(XjTrn+t,... ,Tn). Use Am, and Am, to denote the Markov attractor of

(X;Ttt.. 1?,,) with respect Io M1a¡rd of (XiT,n+t,... ,Tn) with respectlo M2.

By theorem 2.2 we get

11 < dim(A m,) 3 q and 12 < dim(Amz) 1 uz

where

llMrsI'll -llM,.sí'll :1 and llMrsl,ll:llMzsï'll : r

and

0 t"sri+t 0

sþ0

sl

st¿
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with similar definitions of ^9i' and Sff,.

Clearl¡

Av : A*,U A*, and / I dim(A m) 3 u

where

I - max{lt,lz} , ?¿: max{?rt,uz}.

And we have

llMS' ll : *-,{llM'sl}ll, llursåll} : r,

and

llM s'll : *u*{llmrSill, llMrS;¡¡1 - r .

If Mrz l 0, the M-admissible sequence related to Mp is

it,izr., . r'it, in+t,in+rr..

where (ir,"' ,in) and (j¡-r'1 , 
jn+2,...) are M1 and, M2 admissible respectively with

Mio jn*r: L. Since the set

{(ir,¿r¡... ¡in) I Ut,iz,... ,in) ls M-aÃmissible,k - !,2,.. .}

is countable, we may denote the related nrappings by 
"(1), 

T(2),... . using A*r,
to denote the set of all lhe M-attractive points related with Me, we have

AM,,: U r(i)(AM,) .

i=L

dim(,A¡a) : max{dim(Am,), dim(A¡a,)}

Hence
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a,nd

l I dim(Au) 3u

Certainly

llM stll - t and llM S"ll -- t .

In general, a Markov transition matrix M wirh llJl4ll > 0, is equivalent to

M1 ,lc

Mn-t

0 M¡o

where Mt,' ' ' , Mn-t are irreducible, and M¡, irreducible or ha^s the form

0 ,1.

Mn-

fi:

00
Without losing generalitg ure can assume

Mt {<

M_
Mn-t

M¡

lf Mn is irreducible, from the above we know that

dim(1,¡a) - max{ dim(A¡y1,),..., dim(á M) } .

IIence

/ < dim(,4, u) < u

0
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where

Í : max{/tr- -. ,ln} and ?, : max{?¿tr... ,un }

and I¿, u¿ have the same mea,ning as in the case lc :2

0 {<

In the case Mp: , there is no M¡-admissible element inÐf(M),

0 0
so A74u - ø . Sinc" llMll ) 0, we nrust have tí > I. Again we have

dim(,Ais ) : max{di m(A tr,), . . ., dim(A ¡r7 n _, ), dim(A¡y, ) }

and

/<dim(AM)<u

where

f -max{Ilr.'. rIn-t} and ø:mæc{t1r...ruh-L}.

In both cases we can easily see

llMS' ll : t and llMS'll: t .

Now we have proved

Theorem 2.6. ,A,ssume that (X;Tt,,... ,Tn) is a hyperbolic iteratud runction sys-

tem, and M is a Markov transition matúx with at kea"st one non-zero eigenvalue and

that B¿: U T,(B) is a disjoint union. Then we have
M¡¡_I

/ < dim(,4, m) < u

llMst ll: t a.nd, llMs'll : t.

where
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As for the box dimension, we also have dim¡ (Am) ( ø. But we can not get this

result from the above discussion, since for a countable unio n E : i) ,u, we do not
i=I

have dim6 (E) : sup{dim¿ @¿)} in general. We need some further calculation.

Again we assume M:
that

mln I

and My, M2 ate irreducible. 'We 
calculate

M1 Mn

0Mz

dim¿((>j (M),d,2)) < u.

we have ÐI@) : ÐI(Mt)U>IQwr) U t* (Mn), where

>IGrtt r) : l-l{{lt, -..,'it, jt,jz, ...)I(rr,...,'iro) is M-admissible,

(jt, j2,...) e >I(Mr) *td Mini, - 1Ì.

Let ó - nrin{s-¿}. We calculate that how many cylinders of dianreter at most 6* we

need to cover ÐI(Mtr).We use ¡ür(ó-), Nz(6*) and ÀIrz(ó-) to denote the least

number of cylinders of diameter at most ó- are used to cover ÐI@r), ÐI(Mr) *d
>I(M'r).

Since dim¿((>f (Mr),dr)) < u and ãim6((>f ($,dr)) ( ø, For given e ) 0

there exists m ff, whenever m ) N we have

loE.ð/'lá-)

ffi 1ufe, i-L,2'

Therefore there exists a c) 0 such that lI¿(óe) 1c6-t(*+.) for each k.

'We 
decompose Ðf (ffi2) in the following way: Let

Jk: {(i1,...,it, jt, j2,...) e ÐI(Mrr)ló**t { s¿,...s¿, < ó*}.

Then >I(Mrr) _ Ü r*. Since (ir,...,i¿) is M-admissible, there are at most
fr=0

c1N1(fe+t) different such elements for each k, where c1 is a constant not ex-

< 1Ì + 1. Therefor for lc I m we can use at mostceeding max{i 
I marc{s¡}'
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c1.n[(ffr+t). Nz(6*-r"+t) ( cz6-Øù+2)(,*.) cylinders of diameter at most 6m to

cover J¡, where cz: cLcl. Obviousl¡ Ü J¡, canbe covered by at most ,n[r(ó-)
lc=rn*,I

such cylinders. Hence ÐI(Mt ) can be covered by (m * I)c26-@+z)(,*.) such

cylinders. Therefore

dim¿((M,,r,dz))<ute.

By the arbitrariness of e we get dims((Myr,dr)) <ú. Hence under the same as_

sumption of Theorem 2.6r rve can get that

dim6((M1r,dr)) < u.

By lemma 2 of $2 we get

Theorem 2'7. under the sane assumption or rheorcm 2.6, we have

dims(Ay,¡) < u

whete u is the satne as in Theorem 2.6.

II. Not all T¿'s need be contractions. In this paragraph u¡e generalize theorem

2.2 to the case ( x; Tt,... ,Tn) is cyclically contracting with respect to M.

Definition 4. A Markov transition matrix M is given. A, path from i1 to i¡ is

a finite M-admissible sequence i1 ,i2,...in. A cycleis a path wirh M¿o¿, = 1. By

elementary path or elementary cycle we mean a path or a cycle for which i" # it,
when I + t.

Definition 5. Let (x; Tt,. . . ,Tn) be an i.f.s., where T¿,s are Lipschitz nraps with

Lip(T¿): r¿(where Lip(T) - inf{Ild(Tr,Ty) 1 Ld,(æ,a),Væ,u € X}), and M be

a Markov transition matrix. (X; T,... ,Tn) is called cyclically contracting with

respect to M if foranyelementarycyclei1,,.. r,it" wehave ritriz...rrOar.
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Theorem 2.8. (Teiste[21] ) Let (x;Tt,. - . ,Tn) be an í.r.s., whereT¿'s a.re Lipschitz

maps. If (X;Ttr"',Tn) is cyclically contracting with rcspect to an ìrred.ucible

Markov fuansition matrix M then therc is a unique N-tuple B : (8t,... ,Bn) of
compact subseús B¿ C X with

Bi: U r¿@¡)
M¡i=L

for all i e {1, ... ,n}.

rL

Let A¡a : .UB¿. 
'We also call it Markov attractor of (X; Tt,... ,Tn), though

i=l
the attraclor A may not exist in this situation.

(X;Tt,.'. ,?",) disjoint iterated function system.

If BinBj : Ø we also call

Now we generalize Theorem 2.2 to the case (x;7,,,... ,,Tn) is cyclically

contracting

suppose lhat M is an irreducible Markov transition matrix, {rr,rr,... ,rn} is a

group of positive constants such that for any elementarycycle itrizr... ,it we have

ritriz... rit" ( 1, and a a constant satisfying llMlL.ll : t where

rft

ri0

^o
0

Ler u: (ør,u2,", ,@n)r be the Perron-tryobenius eigenvectorwith max{ø¿}:1
Like Example 1 of 92, we define a metric d, on Ðf (M) by

r,. .\ ( (r'ir"'rita)ou¿o, 'iL: jt,... ,ik: jn; in+t * jn+t
d(r'J) : f

I marc{r¿}, it * jt,

where i : (ir,iz," '), j : (h, j2,...) are M-adtnissi.ble elements of Ef . we need

to check the triangle inequality.
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Suppose that i - (ir,,...,it,in+t,...), j - (it,,...,in,jn+t,...) and

t:(it,...,i,,,trtr¡-.') *"elements of Ðf(tW)withi,arftnri,nfj&.rand r <lc.
We have

d(i, t) : (r¿,. .. ri.)tu¿,

: (r¿,.. . ri,>rit*n )!:;o,
v=I

2 (r¿r " 'r'nh)auih

: d(i,i).

Hence d(i, j) < d,(i,t) + d(t, j). It is shown that d is really a metric on Ðl(M). But

this time d is not a nretric on Ðf . In the same way as section 2 we can also prove

Proposition 2.e. dim((>f (ar), d)) : dim'((Ðf (M),d)) - 1.

By Proposition 2.9, Proposition t.2 (6 : I-L for first part, ó : rl-r for second)

and Lemma 2 of $2 we get

Theorem 2.1O. Let M be an ineducible Ma¡kov tuansition matñx, a,nd

{X;Tt,'" ,Tn} be an iterated function system cycltcùly contracting with M satis-

fying

s¿il(æ, y) < d(T¿æ,T¿u) < s¿d(æ, y).

rL

Suppose that B¿: Un@¡) is a disjoint union for each i,. Then
i:L

I S dim(,a *) < dims (Am) < ,,

and

/ < dim(B¿) I dim6 (Bn) < u, i - !,... ,,tu¡

wherc llMS'll : r and llMS'll : t.
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In the same way as part I, \4re can generalize Theorem 2.L0 to the case llMll > 0

(needn't be irreducibte). At last we get

Theorem 2.11. Suppose that M is a Ma,rkov tuansition matñx with at lea^st one

non-zeÍo eigenvalue, and (X;Tt,... ,Tn) is an iterafud function system cyclically

contuacting wíth M satisfying

s¿d,(æ,9) < d,(T¿æ,T¿u) 1 s¿d,(r,g),

and that nn: ÜTi@¡) ìs a disjoint union for each i. Then we have

/ < dim(.A *) < dim6(A¡,¡) < u

wherc llMS' ll : r and llMS"ll : t.

i=L
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where { : )f - A is defined in 91.2. If (X;Tt,... ,Tn) is not a h.i.f.s., we can

define ó: F ¡-+ C in the same way and we also have (2).

when rL:L, we have c - A. For rn: n and Q¿: {(i,j), M¿j:1}, where

M : (M¿¡)",*", is a Markov transition matrix, we get C¿: B¿, for i : !,..,,,rt,.

Now suppose that (x;Tt,...,,Tn) is cyclically contracting with .F. Denote

r: (rr r...,rn), where r¿: Li,p(T¿). Construct a matrix M(t,a) by letting

M¿j:f{rffl{r,ÐeQ¿}. (3)

In order to use the Perron-trbobenius theorem,'we assume that llM(r,a)ll is irre-

ducible. Then there exists a unique value of a, such that

llM(r,,o)ll : 1, (4)

where llMll ir the Perron-FYobenius eigenvalue of M.

When X is a subset of Euclidean space Rq, T¿'s are cyclically contracting

similitudes satisfying a kind of open set condition, Bandt proved that

dim(C¿) : q, i : 7t...,'tL,

where o is determined by (a).

Now we want to estimate the upper and lower bound of the Hausdorff dimension

of C¡'s in general nretric spaces with ?i's being not similitudes but satisfying

s¿d,(æ, a) 3 d(T¿(*),T¿(u)) < t¿d,(æ, y).

Theorem 2.12. Suppose that {X;Tr,...,7*} is cycltcally contuacting with F and

s¿d,(u, u) 3 d(T¿(æ),,T¿(y)) a s-¿d,(æ, y),

satisfres that
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and that the matúx defrned by (s) is ineducible. Suppose that for each le

U
-l@")

ù

C¡
(i,v)e.Q*

is a disjoint union. Then

l<dim(C)<dim6(C)!u,

and

I < dim(C¡) < dim¡(C¡) 1u, lc : !,...ffi,,

where I and u are determined by

llM(r,,¿)ll :L andllM(s,")ll :t

rcspectively,

Proof. First we assume that (x;Tr,...,Tn) is a h.i.f.s.. Like in $2, we work on Ðf .

Lel r¿ € (0, 1), i : 1,..., n, and d be the metric definecl in Exampl" L rh"o we have

Lemma 1. Suppose that for each i

Fn U o¿(F")
(i,v)e.Qn

is a disjoint union. Then

dim(,t'¡, d) : dim¡ (F¡",d) - q,

where a is determtned by ($).

Proof of Lemma 1. Let w : (ut,...,r*)T be the perron_Fbobenius eigenvector of

M(r,a) with ma:c{ø¡} - 1. First we show that dim¿ (Fr) < o. As in the proof
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of Lemma 1 of $2, let 7 - min{r¿}. We calculate the the number of .F-admissible

cylinders of diameter at most 7' being needed to cover Fn. Let

l,: {1iy,... ,i"]l(it,..' ,i") is .t'¡,-admissibale,

Tü Ti"_, ) 1r, and Tü r¿" 3.,f \.

Then 7' is a disjoint cover of. F¡, with cylinders of diameter at most 7'. Suppose

the largest length of cylinders in 7," is ú. For lit,...,i"] € V. with s 1t,, we have

where the index &" is determined by

ko,,ktr... ,k" € {1, ... ,n}, (i,,kr) , Qn"_t , ko : lc.

Therefore

(rnr " 'ro")o I

(rn,--.ri")o 
= *"LJ (rn,...rn")'Ð 0) Ic,

1
< *ot (r¿, . . . ,0")o I f tf t (r, a))t-'l¡". ¡u¡

Icu i
1

= ;*G;I (,¿, ' ' ',l")oÐ+n*(r, a))ú-'l*,¡

1
(rnr "'ri")o t {tå_, ...riJ1,t,...,i",is+l . ..,ir)

min{t.'¡}
x¿1,l>"'fll

is .t'¡-admissible)

Use l/, to denote the nunrber of cylinders in 7r. Then

rrr"'t(r+r)a a I (rn,...r¿")o
lü,"',i.)€Y,

t t;;r 
t {?0,'" ri,)'l(it,'" , i¿)is F¡-admissible}-min{c., ! ir,...,i, 

'ztl l*rr''- . úttLÐ

1: IIúnÏ*l Dl(t't ('' o))'ln¡
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= C+tp Dl4ut (,, o))'l*¡, ¡

u¡
(min{ø¡ })2

1

min{ø¡})2'

dim¿(^t'¡) < c.

(

Hence we get

Next we show that dim(F¡,d) > o. Supposel,{: {r4} ir any open cover of. F¡,.

'We show that

inf{Z(o)} > 0,

the infimum is for all open covers. By the same reanon as in the proof of Theorenr 2,2,

we need only consider covers consisting of finite many cylinders. Suppose u - {Di}
is such a cover.

If all the D¿'s are formed by strings of the satne length, say ú, then

\a;am(D)d>
2 f {rä ...rf,lthere exisr k1 ,kz,...,lct

s.I. (i,,k") e Q*,_r,lro : lc|

) min{ø,} > 0.

If they don't have the same length, assume the largest one is ú, and sa¡

Dr : 1h,...,4"] with s ( ú. Refine the cover by cylinders formed by strings of

length of ú. For D1 we have

Ð {rîr " ' rî"rî"*, " ' rf;lthere exist k"..1 , ...,(rt
(i 

" +t , "' ,it)
s.t.(i,, k,) e Qn,_r, Ico : k\

<ri, . . . rf;" .;'|;; \{uçr, o))11", ¡

1-?...-? . n'¿
__¡,?1 ,ru 

min{ør}
:ctdiatn(Dr)o.
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Hence

d,iam(D)t>

t {rî,. ..rî"rî,*,...rilthere exist k1 ,kz,...,lct
(d"+r'"''ir) 

s.t,. (ir,,k,) Ç QIo,_r, ko : åÌ.

Therefore

l atam@)d, cfl min{ør} = c > 0,

which implies inf,{U(a)} 2. c } 0. The lemma is proved

Lernma 2. The condition C¡" - U nQ") being a disjoint union for each k
þ,v)ë.e*

implies that þ is inveúible on each F¡.

Let i : (ill2...i,ni*+r..') and j : (i:rz...i,nj*+r..,) *" two different elments

of F¡, with i-r.1 f j,"+t. We show that ó(Ð + ó(j). Since i, j e F¡, there exist

lrLr...rk^rkrn+t, md k'rr...rk'r.rk'r.+t, such that (irrkr) € e1,_r,,

(i"rk'") e QnL_,. fot u : 1,...,rru, where ko : Ic'o: &, and (ir*+rtktn+L) e eto*,

þ,.+trk',*+r) e Qn, . Let

þ : min{m + t, ul[,, +lL}.

If p, -mlL,IeI æ:ó(i,-+t..) and U: ó(l,n+r...). Then

æ €T¿^+r(Co^*r) cCn^, and g €T¡*+r(Cr,^*r) cCn*.

Hence æ I U, and hence

d(i) : T¿,'''T¿^(*) I T¿, "'Ti*(s) : d0).

If p < m I L, IeL n : ó(ip...i,.i,,+r...) and 3r : ó(ip...i,*!z¿+r...). Then

æ €T¿,(Cn,) C Cn*_r, and U € T¿*(C*;) C Cn*_,.
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Therefore æ # U,, and /(i) - T¿t...Ti*_,(*) * Tü...T¿*_,(U) : ó(j).

Now define two metrics dt, dz on If by using s and S instead of r respectively.

Then

Lemma 3. Therc exist constants cr¡ cz ) 0 sucJr that for anl i, j e Frc we have

c1d1(i,j) < d(d(i), d0))< c2d2(i,j)

Let i: (ii'2.-.inin+r...) and j : (iLiz...inj*+t...) are two different elements of F¡

with irr11 # j"+t And kLr...rkn,,kn+r, k'rr...rk'.rk'*+r, p have the same meaning as

in the proof of lemma 2. Clearly, we have

d,(ó(i),dû))< di am(x)d,z (i, j ).

Let

cr : min{ d(Ti(C"),T,(Ct))l(i,u),(r,t) e Qn, (i,,") # (r,t)}

Then cr ) 0. rf p,: m*t, it is easy to see that d(/(i),d0) ) c1d¡(i,i). If p 1m,

then

d{ó(i),d0))> cfii, . . .'t¿,_,

2 
"rt'nr 

". tli- : crd,r(i , 
j).

Lemma 1 to 3 give the proof of theorem 2.L2 when (x;Tt,. . . ,Tz) is a h.i.f.s.. If
(x;rt,"' ,?2) is not a h.i.f.s., like what we dicl in 92, we define ametric ilt on F.

For two different elements i,j e .F as in the above, denote

ma;x{u¡"*lkr, ..., lsr* e {7, ..., m},

(irrkr) Ç Q¿,_r,u:2,...nlj, m) Z.

10rL1

d(i,i) :
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Define
t(i,j) max{rf }, m :0

(ru,...rn^)'P(i,j), m2L

0, i:j.
We have to check the triangle inequality. For ¡ : (i,j2...i"t"+t..), if s > rn ot ,trL : L¡

d'(i,J) < d'(I,t) + d,'(j,t) is a trivial result. Suppose s 1m and, rn ) 2. Assume

that kr , ...krn fulfil (i", k") e Qn,_, for u : 2,...,ffi,, and 0(i, j) - o)tcm. Then

d'(i, t) : (r ¿,...r¿,)" 0 (i, t)

d'(i,i):

2 (rur...ri")ouk.
TfL

: (r ¿,...r. ¿ ")o llØ çr, l)*-,f n ",ø,v=I
2 (r¿, ...Ti"Tt".+t...T sm)o, t"^

: d'(i,i).

Like in the above, ìMe can prove the following results,

Lemma 4. dim(.Fk ,d') : dims(.F¡, d') : L.

Lemma 5, Therc exist c1, cz ) 0 such that

cldi((i,j)1/' < a@G), d0)) < 
"rd!r(i, 

j)l/,

By lemma 2, lemma 4, lemma 1 and proposition 1.2, \rye can get the expected

result. The proof is completed. t

Like what we did in $3, v¡e can also generalize Theorcrn 2.L2 to the case when

the matrix M is reducible.
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Theorem 2.13. Suppose that {x;TI,...,7.} i" cyclically contuacting with F and

satisfres that

s¿d,(æ, u) < d,(n(æ),T¿(u)) < s-¿d,(æ, y).

Suppose that for each le

C¡, U ln(c,)
Q,v)EQ*

is a disjoint union. Then

l<dim(C)ldim¡(C)<u,

wherc I and u are determined by

llM(r,¿)ll :L and ll]lz/(s,")ll :t

rcspectively, and where llMll denotes the eigenvalue of M with the la,rgest mod.uhus.
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$5. CoivsrRucrroN oF ArrR.q.croRs

Lef (X;Tt,.. .T,-) be a h.i.f.s., ,4, be the attractor. 'We know that for any a e A,

there is an i : (ü,i2,... ) e >t such that

" 
: )y*T¿,...T¿^(*), Væ e X. (1)

For using a computer to construct fractals, (1) is not efficient, since the expression

of (1) is not inheritable. Hence we consider the converse order:

Ti*Ti*_r-..7^æ. (2)

This sequence does not converge for nrost of the i's in Ef , Elton proved an ergodic

theorem related to (2) for an i.f.s, which is contractive "on the average". 'We might

hope that we can use (2) to draw the pictures of the attractor and Markov attractors

of h.i.f.s..

Forj - (jr,jr,...) e lf, let

A,"(j,,*) : {TjoTjn-r...Tjr*; k ) m}, æ €. X

and
oo

A(i,*): n A,,(j,*) .

rn=L

c.E' sutherland (1441) conjectured that for alnrost all j e Ef , we have

A(i,*) - A .

We will prove the conjecture is true. However, \¡¡e will give a more general result

on Markov attractors of h.i.f.s..

First we claim that Áfi, ø) is independent of r.
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Lemma 1. Suppose that (X;\,,...,T¡,t) is a h.i.f.s., Then we have

A(j,*) - A(j,s), Væ,y e X.

Proof. By definition

oo oo

rn=I rn=I

It's easy to see that ø e A(i,æ) if a,nd only if there exists an increasing integer

sequence {/",} such that

o - ,"L$ TirnTi,^_r...Tjrn_r...Tj,r...Tj,.* .

For 3r f æ, we have

d,(T¡r^T¡r*_r .'. Tjr*, Tir*Tj,*_r...Tira) 3 rt-d(æ, U) ---+ 0 .

Hence

o : 
"rl$ 

Ti,*Tirn_r. ..Tjr*_, ...Tj,r...TjrU

which implies A(i,*) - A(j,u) (: A0) ). Lemma t has been proved

In the following we will use ,4,fi) instead of A(j, æ). one of our main results is

Theorem 2.14. suppose that (x;Tt,...,fty) is ah.i.f.s., M is a.lÍ x rÍ Ma,rkov

transition matrix. If i e ÐI@\ contains all frnite Mr -admissible sequences, then

A(Ð: Am

When all the entries of M are 1, we have
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corollary. suppose that (x;Tr,...,fiy) is ah.i.f.s.. rfj e Ðt@T) contatns all

frnite strings of {1, 2, ..., N}, then

A(j) - A

Proof. Assume j e >I@t) ur in Theorem 1. At first we show that Am c A(j)

For any a e. A¡y1, there exists an i € >I@) such that

o -,L$T¡,rTnr...Ti.nn, Væ e X.

For fixed n, (in,in-r,...,i2,i1) is Mr-admissible, hence appears in j. suppose

(ih-*+t,iu-n+z,...,it*-t,iln) is the first time lhat (inrin-I,...,i2,a'1) appears in j.
Denote

frn : Tirn*Tir*+_r . ..Tir* .

Then

d,(T¿rT¿, . . . Tin&rTirnTirn_, . . . Tjrn**rTirn_, . . T¡r*)

: d,(T¿rT¿, . . . T¿n&, Ti, nT i, n _, . . . Ti r* -*, 
* n)

:il(T¿rT¿, . 
: 

. Ti*æ rT¿rT¿, . . . T¿*æn)

1r"d(æ,æn) 1r"díam(X) - 0,

since X is compact. Hence

o : .Ls ri,*Ti,--r "'Tj,*'

for a¡r íncreasing integer sequence {f,}. so ø € A0) which implies Am c A(j).

Now we show that ,afi) C Av. For ø € A0), there exists an increasing integer

seguence {lr}, s.t.

o : ,L$ Tj,^Tj,n_r...Tj,n_, ...Tj,r...Tjr* .

i¿,
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since i e Ð*(MT), then (ju,...jt) is M-admissible. Hence it can be extended into

an elementof.>f(M), denote as j(t), which begins with (j¿_,...,jt). Similarly, we

can get ¡(z), ¡(r), ..., j(.),... Now Ìye ge t a sequence {j(')} of El(M). Since

ÐI@) is a compact subspace of the metric space Ef , there exists a subsequence

{j(zu*)} which converges to an element i e Ef (M). It,s easy to see

a: Iim T¡, ...Tir*
'rL)æ J'¡

: lim T¿r,..T¿*n Ç Am ,
'ILàæ

hence A(j) c Am. t

Let J¡¡ : fi e ÐI(M'); j contains every finite MT-admissible sequence). 'we

will see lhat J¡y1 is quite "la,rge" in the sense that for many probability measures

which a,re concentrated on Ef (Mr),, Jtn has measure 1. 'We 
have

Theorem 2.16. suppose that p,¡¿ is a ptobability measure on (Ðf , B), such that

supp(pM) : Ðt(MT) und the shift operator r is ergodic on (Ð[, ß,, ptø), wherc

B is the Borel algebra of (Ð[,d,). Then

þm(Jm) - r .

When all the elements of. M are 1, v/e use J instead of Jm and f¿ instead of pm.

Corollary. suppose that p, is a probability measute on (ÐI,ß), such that

supp(p) :Ðl andr is ergodic on (Ðf , ß, p). Then

p(J):t.

Proof. We show fhal ¡.r,¡y¡(Jfr) :0. Let

J"(ù,i2,...,i,-): fi e ÐJ; (ü,i2,...,in) doesn't appear in jÌ .
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Then

Jïø : (U'r"{0, ,i2,...,r")) U Ð:(Mr)" ,

where fJ' is the union for all MT-aclmissibte (i1 ,i2,...,i",). 
'We 

have

r
- I Ldpm

J ¡ir,i, ,...,iny

: Prø(þt ,iz,...,in])

pot(EI(Mt)") - o ,

and all the finite MT -adm\ssible sequences consist of a countable set. Hence itts

enough to show that

Pu (J'(it,i2,...,i")) : 0

where (ù,i2,...,in) is Mr-admissible. Since the shift operator r is ergodic on

(>I,ß,¡.c¡y), we have

lim
rn-I

Ð
k:0

rQki¡ - l$)dpv þm - a.e. (1)l,r
for a,ny integrable function .f on )f. For a finite Mr-admissible sequence

(ù,i2, ...,i,-), Iel

I : x¡ir,ir,...i*7

be the characteristic function of lh,iz,,...i.]. Then

/("*0) : o, v&, vj € J'(ir,iz,...in) .

Hence

rn-L

Ð
k=0

/("*0)) - o, Vm, Vj e J.(i1,i2,...,i,) .

But

'ìTLàæ

1

n"ù

t ri)dpm
JÐI

1

'lTt,

: PüPi,iz...P¿n-rin

>0 t
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since (i1 ,,i2,...,ir) is MT-adntissible. Hence we get

ILM(J'(ir,iz,...,i*)) : 0 .

The proof is completed. I

Theorem 2.I4 and Theorem 2.15 tell us that for "almost all,, j e ÐI(Mr) (tt)
all the points produced in (2) form a set which is dense in A¡a (A). Hence l¡/e can

use (2) to construct the Markov attractor A¡¡ (atftactor ,4,) of the h.i.f.s.

There are many probability measures which are concentrated on >l(M) 
""d

make r ergodic. In fact, suppose that P : (p¿¡) is a, stochastic matrix

(P¿¡ 2 0, ÐË, Pij :1) such that

) 0, if Mnt -1
- 0, if M¿¡ :9.

Then P is irreducible, since M is irreducible. Let p : (pt¡pz¡...¡pN) be the left

eigenvector of P corresponding to it's Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue (: 1), such that

pt * pz + ... + pN :1. Then we have pP : p. Define a measure u on (Ð[,,8) bV

, (lù, t 2,, ..., i 
^]) 

: p¿,p i, izp izi3...p in _1 in,

where lit,ir,...,inl is the cylinder set of Ef . Clearl¡ supp(z) : ÐI(U"). And ø

is ergodic on (Ðf , ß, p,m). Hence for all æ e X we have

A(i,*) - A¡a

P¿¡

u-a.e.

Now we give two particular examples of the measure defined above.

l. Let p¿j: m¡tf (mtt.lmz¿+... + rnNi).Then we get an irreducible stochastic

matrix P. we rr" ¡rÍrf; to denote the related measure. Then for all u € x,

A(j,*) - Atø p(iì - u..
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when all the entries of M are 1, u¡e use p instead "f p\l), It's easy to see that

¡r is a probability máurrr." generated by the distribution of {1,2,...,N} with each

i e {L,2, ..., ¡tr} having the same probability 1/IÍ.

2. Suppose À is the Perron-trÌobenius eigenvalue of. M, u - (rr,,rtrz¡...¡ø.¡y)¿ a^nd

v: (at,uz¡...¡trry)¿ are left and right P-F eigenvtctorc of M respectively such that

tltv : 1. Let

pfì (¿ r,, i 2, ..., i *]) : \n - L 
u ¿ rrru¿2i 1nL i si2...rrl in in -,'rtrin 

.

p\l) 
"* also be extended to be probability meanure on (Ðf , B). Again we have

supp(rrjvÐ) : >I(Mr). When all the entries of. M arc 1, we get the same nleasure fr

as in the first example. The measure ¡rP tuk", the same value on all M?-aclnrissible

cylinder sets which have the same length and have the same beginning and ending

numbers.

Now we clefine t tl) i" another way. Let p¿¡ : m4¿u¡ f \u¿. Then pt¡ ) 0 a¡rd
N

).n4 - t. Hence P : (p¿¡) is an irreducible stochastic matrix and p,\f; is thej=L

related measure. So (Ðf , ß,p(:ì,r) is ergodic. By Theorem 1 and 2,

A(j,*) - A¡a p\l) - u.".
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$6. Box DTMENSToN oF FRACTAL cURVES

In this section, the metric space in consideration is a rectangular subset \ x 12

of R2. Without loss of generality, we let h : Iz : [0,1] and use J to denote

[0, 1] x [0, 11. Now we construct a class of curves which are graphs of real continuous

functions with the domain [0,1].

For z : tr2r..., k, define T¿¡ : J v-+ J by

T¿i

;) (;). (:,), i:1,2, ,r¿

For r¿: lr * Izl.,.lln, define an ?z x r¿ matrix M în the following way: We use

Mç¡¡1uo¡ to denote the (/6 + ... + I¿-t I j, Io * .-. I lu-t f ø) element of M, this

uses the convention that /s : Q. First we let Mç.i¡¡1ta) : 6¡a. F\rrther more, for

eaæh (i,j) and each ø we define Mç.¡¡1uo¡: 1 for exactly one u e {L,2,... ,1,}, and

Mç.¡¡1u"¡ : 0 for all other cases. Suppose lhat T¿is are contractive maps and satisfy

the following conditions:

1. a¿ ) 0 and ø1 * az+,..I an : L, æL - 0 and ø¿11 : aLt...lai,,
i:tr2r...rls-L;

2. let (0,Uj)be the fixed point of.T1¡, j : !,2,...,h a^nd (1,U,)be the fixed

point of.T¡r¡, j : L,2,...,1¡". 'We assume that there exists a Uo e [0,1] such that

i?;,fi) *':::;;l::,; il:ï i"i*"""(:*)*-"* 
i'l 

'¡wr'"tø¡) 
: 1'

Then we get a hyperbolic iterated function system.
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Ia

Let G: U B¿t, where B¿j : U T¿¡(8.,) (cf. p17). Then we have
i:l Mç¡¡1uo1=I

Theorem 2.16. G is the gaph of a continuous function þ: [0, 1] r+ R,.

Proof. For each sequence itrizr... , by the definition of M, there exists exactly

one sequence (211), (irjr),'.. such IhaI Mçi,¡,)(ir+rri+r) : 1. If the elements of the

sequence itrizr '" are not all t ot Ic except finitely many, then there exists exactly

one point (*,U) such that

(:) : Jlll r¿'tr¿'i'"'ri^i^(:)
\u / nùàæ

Define ó(*) - u.

For the sequence itiz. ..i,.LLt. .' and ipz... in - Lkkk.. . let

(;) : ri,L...ri^-,,, ( )r,) 
, where M$^-ti,)1r,¡,¡ : r.

æ

u

0

- titl'" ti^i^ , where M1t^¡*¡1t¡¡ : L

aj

and

is well defined.

Hence

ó : [0,1] F-+ R,

Next we show that / is continuous by showing that G is a continuous image of

[0,1].

Foru - Ð Ë,, i,n € {L,2,,.. ,k},define r : [0, t] + G
oo

n(æ): Iiri.,- T¡,1T¿,¡,
Tfl,à@

rn=I

ÐI



where j¿ determined by M1r_r¡_,)(i,j,) : t. We show that zr is continuous. Let

a : ¡4aë{tip(",¡)}. Given e ) 0, choose .f/ large enough that oN < elZli. Let
x¡J

it: ur, iz: uzr"' ,,iN ?!ry of ir: ut, iz:'ttzt", ,i¡-r: uI-L, it: ullL
and i¿.r1 : '.. -iN:Lrut+t:..' - uN: k. Inthefirst case, it is easytosee

ln(r) - n(*')l ( e. In the second ca^se, we have

r(æ) - Jl* T¿,tT¿rj, . . . T¿, j,(Tt¡)*-'Tu¡¡+r j¡,+r . . .Ti^ j^
0

0

and

n(*'): ,rtljL T¿rtT¿, j, . . .Ti,-r,o,(Trr)* -'Turv+r'N+r . . .Tu*u^ ( : )
As in the above, let (O,yj) be the fixed point of.T1¡ and (1, yt) the fixed point of

Tno. By the second assumption we know that

,0,,,(;) : ri,_,.,(;)

LetE:T¿,¡,(Tt¡)N-'(J)UT¿,-n,T¿t-r,o,(Tpu)w-t(J).Then

dianr(^Ð) < zo,N-t+rt/2, since the two parts of the union have a common point.

Therefore

ln(*) - n(*')l < diam(ft ,tTi,j, . . .Ti,_,j,_, (E))

< c¿-ldiam(E) < ., I

Example. Let k>2. DefineQ¡: J¡--+J (i:7,,2,...,k; j:!,2) a^sfollows:

T¿t
:)(;).((;):(;

(;):(;

i-L
lQ

L-a

0

t-a
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where min{c,1 - o} > f;. r,"t M be defined by

L if (ij):(uu)otit'u, jf a

0 otherwise.
Mç,¡¡quu¡ :

Whenk-3
100101

11010
11001

M_
00110
10110
01001

It is ea"sy to check that (1) and (2) are satisfied. The continuous function, denoted

0

0

1

0

1

âs fk,o, can be defined in the following way: for æ : Ð ffi, n,o €{0,1,..., k - t},,
.tu

=I
let

where?¿r:1and

ln,.(u) : Ð oI^ (! - q)*-t^ u,n
oo

rn=L

'll'rn if æro¡1 : frrn

L - urn otherwise
Urm*L:

and,I,n: uL*uzl"'*urn-1. When o: lwe call this function the Bush function,

because it wa-s first defined by K.A. Bush[13] a,s an example of a continuous nowhere

differentiable function.

Next we calculate the box dimension of G under certain conditions. We first

establish a more general result.

Let (J;Tr,T2,... ,Tn) be a h.i.f.s. where fr: J ¡--+ J is definedby

;) (;). (î,)',(:): (":,
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\ryith 0 <l"ul < l"ol. LeI M be an nxn irreducible Markov tra¡rsition matrix. Let

Apr be the Markov attractor of the h.i.f.s. associated with M . Let s be the number

such that

l"t llor l"-t

llM

0

Then we have

Proposition 2.17. dimp(Aya) < s.

0

l"*llo.l"-t

ll: t' (1)

Proof. Like in section 2, we use Ð[(M) to denote the set of all M-adnrissible

elements of >f . Let

By the Perron-trYobenius Theorem, there exists a vector p : (pr ,p2,. . . ,p,,)T with

p¿)0suchthat

M(s)P : P.

rL'We 
assume that Dpn :1. Define a probability mea^sure on Xf by letting

i:l

t'(lil) : p¿,

p[iiD : M(s)¿¡p¡,

p([ii,z. . . i¡,]) - M (s)¿,t,M (s)6t" . . . M(t)¿n_titopin,

where [iiz"'i¡] is the cylinder set which contains all elements beginning with

i1i2.-.i¡". Clearl¡ the suppoú of p,is>[(M). Let ø: min{lal,lazl,...,l"^l}.
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Given ó ) 0, suppose a* ) 6 ) amtL. For each r € Am,there exist i1 rizr... rir
with ó ) la¿ra¿r.,,eitl> o*I' a,nd M¿r¡r*r :1such that n €T¿r...T¿tJ: Jir...i,.

Let

W - {lh...illl is the first number

s.t. ó ) la¿reiz a¿tl ) e,mlz ,, Mi.¡i¡*, - 1Ì.

It is easy to see that if lit...iù, Ut... jrl € W and [i1 ...i¿] f Ur... j¿], then

lit ... i¿] l^ìþt .. . jrl - Ø. Thereforc W is a disjoint cover ot Ðj(M).

Now we calculate how many ó-squares (square of side length ó) are needed to cover

A¡y:. In the case where all b¿ a,re zero, The height and width of J¿,...¿, (denoted as

lJ¿,...¿rla and lJ¿r...¿,lw) rre l"nr...c¿,1 and lo¿r...a¿,| 1á respectively. Hence, at

nrost

¡lc¿r"'c¿,|r¡*ffiJ +r

ó-squares a,re needed to cover [ù... iil.

t
liI''.ir)ew

<2 I
li'"'itlew

Idl."i¿lew
1

min¡{p¡}

1

min¡{p¡}

1

<2 Ð

2

a2"

2<-.- a,2"

2

azu

6-,s

lù...ntlew

ó-s I 1"n,.. . c¿,lla¿,... o¡,1"-r

ó-8 t 1"n,... c¿,lla¿,... aitl-tpo,
[ir...itlew

a

2

ó-s Ð MG)¿,¿,... M(s)¿,_,¿,p¿,

lü...itlew

. ó-s Ð P([û "'iil)
Í¿r"'itlew

a2u min¡{p¡}

21
a2" min¡{p;}

ó-6
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Therefore, for any ó ) 0, at most

dims(A¡u¡) < s.

Let c- *-,{]*l}. rhen

Assume that

Then

# .#'ó-u are needed to cover -á114. Hence

lJ¿Jn<(1 +")1"¿,1.

J

When not all b¿:0, ï¡e can get the result by showing that

lJnr...¿^ln < Bl"¿,... 
"n^l

for some positive constant B. We will do that in the following Lemma.

Lemma. We have that

1"r,... "n*l 
1 lJ¿r...n^ln 3 Blc¿,. . ."¿^1,

where B > L ß a positive constant.

Proof. First we show lhat lJ¿r...¿*ln 1 Blc¿r... ci^1. When rn : L, we have

lJaln 11"¿,1 + lón,I

lJ¿r...¿^*rln < Br"l"¿, . . . c¿ro+rl.

lJ¿r¡r'--¿-*rln

:lT¿rJ¿r"'¿**rln

< l"r, I lJ¿, ".¿**,1 n -f lb¿,\\Jn,...¿**,1*

:lc¿, llJ¿,...¿^*,lr * ló¿, llon, ' " a¿^+,1

1 B,olc¿, . . . ci^+tl + 
"l r%:. .-. . " f,-:.llc¿, 

c¿, ., . c¿^+,1

<(8,, i cd*)lc¿, "'c¿^+rl,
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Hence tre c¿ul choose Brn+L - Brn I cd^. Notice that

Bt :1 * c. Therefore,

tn-t
B,n:1+ t cilk <L+å.

i=O

Ilence the number 1 f --, _ d can be chosen as .B.

As for the other part, 1tre can see easily that the second coordinate of

where d, : maxjtl#l

is c¿, ... ci^U I aæ f É where a and þ arc independent of. u, y

lJ¿,..¡*la ) lc¿r "'c.i^|.

Now we assume that the h.i.f.s. satisfies the following condition:

3. open set condition. If M¿i : 1 and i, + j,, then T¿(J') nfr(J") : Ø, where ..Io

is the interior of "I.

4. for any ij2... i,, wilh M¿r¿,*, : 1, let

Uitiz...i.^: inf{g; @,u) € Jirir...i^ )l* for some ø}

and

UIr¿r...¿* - sup{g/; (*,u) € Jir¿r...¿^)l* for some æ}.

'We 
assume that there exist ,4 > 0 such that

UIr¿r...¿* - UiJz."i* ) Alc¿rc¿r'" c¿*1.

5. for any ij2. ..i,n wilh M¿r¿r+, : 1

P, (J n,n,...* ) I *) : lu¿,¿r...¿*, uî, ¿r... ¿^f ,

is an interval.
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Theorem 2.18. Suppose the h.i.r.s. saúislles the above conditions. Then

dinr¡ (Am) : t.

Proof. 'We only need to show that dîmp(A¡a) > s. Given 0 < ó < 1,

assume trhal a* > 6 > am*r, where ø : min{lo¿l}. For any æ € A7¿ there ex-

ist i1,... it wilh M¿r¿j+, : 1 and 6 1 a¿r...lo¿, 1 a--21 such that æ e J¿r...¿,.

Because of the assumptions 4 ancl 5, there are at least ¡Alc¿r|" c¿,11
L ó 1 ó-squares

which intersect with J¿,..4,lAm. trÌom the fact that lJ¿,...¡,ln )_ l"¿,...ci^l >

lJ¿r".¡,|* : lonr' ' ' or,l ) á and the open set condition, each 6-square intersects at

nrost 4 such sets. We again luse W to denote all the cylinders lit ... i¿] mentioned

above. Again W is a disjoint cover of Ðl(M). The following calculation gives us an

estimate for the lower bound of the nunrber of ó-squares that are needed to cover

Am.

t 1

4
[ir."¿,lew
1 lc¿r'''c¿,|
8 t 6

lc¿r'" c¿,|

lù"'itlew

t arn
Iü'-'itlew

tl cir "'cit
aù "'&it

l¿r...¿tlew
1

8a2 t 1"0,... ci).loo,l"-t ...lor,l"-' .lor,...a¿,|'
lit"'itlew

>1-8
1

"'

1

-8

Ð p(ù"'¿¿l)'(
Iit"'itlew

6

"'
s

- 
1 

. oz1"-t¡
8

6-s

Therefore, dim(A¡a) > s.
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In the proofs of Proposition 2.I7 and Theorem 2.LS rve can use B¿ :

to replace Av and get the sarne result,

U T,(B¡)
M;¡=I

Corollary. Under the sane assumpúion of Theorem 3, we have

dim¡(B¿) : s, i : L,...,n.

Now we come back to the curve G defined in the above. Since G is a curve,

condition 5 is satisfied.

Theorem 2.19, Assume that lc¿¡l ) a¿ and the h.i.f.s. in Theorcm 2.16 satisfr.es

condition 3 and 4. suppose that the matrix M is fureducible. Then

dim¡(G) : 6.

Example(continued). By Theorem 2.19 we can calculate the box dinrension for

the graph of the of the function /¡,o defined in Example 1. Use G¡,o to {enote the

graph of the function /¡,o. First we check that G¡,o satisfies condition 4. Given

XI¡X2¡...rLrn,

P1(J çirt¡1nziz)...(i.^ ¡*l ) : [ø, ó]

whereo: fli,-r 1

7, k'- a'nd b:Q+þ
J-L

By the definition of Ík,o, for any æ e (a,b)

we have the same ui, U : r,2,...,n1) in the expression of f ¡r,.(æ). suppose um:0.
Lelæ1 -a*(i,"-t)
I + i," - 1. Then

and

,å,# *onz:a*,-å*,#'' and0<¿ <k-1here1r¡/

TN

-lÌin.' fn,,(æ) : fn,o(æ¡) - I cj, (! - a)i-tiu'uep',ol j=I

-ïtärl I n'o(æ) : r n'"(æ2)

: t o" (L - a)i-ti o. + cI^ (I - o)^-,- f ûi.
oo

i=r
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Hence \r¡e can choose A: B :

result.

#ã in condition 4. If arn:1 we can get the same

Let i\ - diag(ø,bra,b,... ¡asö) be a2lc x 2k diagonal matrix whose diagonal

elements are a, and b alternatively with a,b ) 0. We have

llM^ll - afü* (a-u)z+4(k-L)'ob
2

Choose a - a(fr)"-t, b : (r - "Xt)'-l and let llMÂll - 1. We set

dims(G¡,o):"-L* lo 1+ -1 2 +4 k-t a 1-o - log2
log k

when o: l, using G¡ to denote the graph of the Bush function, we have

1og2dim¿(G¡):t- aË[
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CHAPTER 3. Measure Inequalities

of Sumsets, I

$1 lurnonucrroN.

In this and the next chapter we establish some meanure inequalities for sumsets.

In this chapter we treat with Ca¡rtor-type measures. For convenience, we will use

(ø, b) (or (4, b, c)) to denote max{ø, á}(or max{ø, ô, c}) in both this and next chapter,

since it will appea,r very frequently.

The are five sections in this chapter. Our main results will appear in section 2

and be provdin section 3. We establish several inequalities with the form

nr(E -t ^F) > ¡t(E)'u(F)P (1)

where p,, v a,re Lebesgue measure or probability measures unifornrly spreading on

sets of numbers in whose base 3 or 4 expansion one or two digits do not appear. \il'e

find that for this nioaþ"urures if (1) holds for all Borel subsets 8,, F wemust have

as(p)+Ês(v) > s(ri) 21 (2)

where s(') is the singular exponent of the measure(definecl below). For measures

discussed here we have s(.) : ¿im('). Hence (Z) can be written as

adim(¡r) I þdim(u) > dim(rn):1
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as Oberlin [38] noticed.

In order to prove one of our main result, we need the inequality

L+æ+æ2 +r3 > (1 tz")å(1 +rt iæ2t¡*, 0lrS 1

The proof of this inequality which is

In section 5 we establish an inequality for sumset of three sets.
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$2. MarN Rnsur,rs.

To begin with this section, we define the measures involved. We always use ?r¿

to stand for the Lebesgue measure on T. Use ¡"1" to denote the probabilíty measure

which uniformly spreads on the Cantor middle third set, i.e.

oo
þc: *-

Tl= L

Let

and

Before stating the main results, we look at two examples.

Example 1. It is obvious that for any Borel subsets E, F, we have

m(E+r)>m(E)'m(F)P,, (1)

where 0 ( o, p <Land a t þ :L.

Example 2. Lel

'we have m - uL x4. lf .E is a subset of, supp(u1) and .F a subset of supp(4), then

m(E+F):a(E)us(F).

oou!: *
rL=

rla + lo*,

io, *lo*,

",: 3,(!óo + åá- * |o¿l

"".1- 1,t:.!r(i6o+i6+)

,(
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Hence for any Borel subsets 8,, F we have

m(E+,F)>a(E)4(F).

a)1-ffi,

m(E + r') > m(E)-uy(F)Þ,,

.Notice that (1) and (2) have the same form

m(E + r') > p{E)'pz(F)P, (B)

where 0 ( a, p < L and satisfying

a dim(¡r1) ¡ B din(p,z) : dim(rn). (4)

Further more, (1) and (2) can be generalized as

m(E+"F')>m,(E)'m,(F)P; a,þ)0,c*ó>1 (1,)

and

m(E +r) > u¡(E)'4(F)P; a,B ) L. (2,)

We will build such kind of inequalities for nL, p,c, u¡ and, u2. o:ur main result is

m(E + r') > m(E)'¡r"(F)P,

Theorem 8.1. Let m be the Lebesgue rîe¿ùsure on T, þe, tlL and u2 be defr.ned as

the above. Then for any Borel subseús E, F of T, we have

^ (a+p= #m(E i ^F) > p"(E)'p.(F)P, 1 '""o 1^_, (5)
Ie1o-'+p-1) <8, a, þ]ffi -r,

(2)

(6)

Sf

o +rP1B > t
rog ó

1

l"* rÞ2t
I ' t l.-2'

(7)

I"*ffiø = '
3a-1 + 8B-1 < 15, a) o,o, þ t þo,

(8)m(E -r r) > a(E)-u2(F)P,
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where as - min{or,aZI, þo : min{B1, þzl¡ and (ot,þt), (or,þz) are solutions
.I loE3

*lr"+ffiÞ:t
( 3o-1 -l8B-1 : 15

'We also wish to establish analogous inequalities for which the measures in the

right hand are both I/2,ot u2 and r¡¿. But the nrethod we will use to prove Theorem

3.1 does not work in that situation. However, we have the following partial results

for the first case.

Theorern 3,2. Let u2 be the sane as the above. Then for any Borcl suhseús E, F

of T, we have

m(E +.t') > u2(E)'u2(F)P, a, B ) I. (e)

Iî E is a Borcl subset such that
oo

e¿:}rtr2}

h
wherc 

"* - ,Ð_-fr 
(r¿ :0, 7 or 2) is a constant, then ror any Borel subset F we have

a-tþ> log 4

m(E * r) > u2(E)'u2(F)P,, log 3
( 10)

o, þ)#-t
The measure inequalities for sumsets with the form (4) under conditions tike (B)

related to the Hausdorff dimensions of the measures involved are not only when the

left hand side is the Lebesgue nr.easure. For /1 and ru2 defined in the above, we have

Proposition 3.3. For a,ny Borel subsets E, F of T one has

o-lþ> log 3

log2

E )supp(rr) - {"r + 
,Ð,_rf 

,

B(o-t+B-1)<8, o, þ)ffi-t
u2(E -t.F) > u1(E)ou1(F)P,

7L

(11)



The first condition of (11) is equivalent to

cdim(21) * þdirn(ur) : dim(zz).

The above results will be proved in following sections. The following exanrples

tell us that we ca¡r not build an measure inequalitv (3) for all probability measures

þr¡ þz under the condition @).

Example 3. We have dim( ",) 
: 

l, But

l,n:0,1Ì,

with Lebesgue rleasure 0

Example 4. Let

LLt:,a

Then
1

dimlu" )v a/ log
4 :081

supp(u1) + supp(url : tË #

,rl* +!o*.;,.oo
:F

TL=

log
31
44log

LetE:F: to,#l.Then E+F - [0,r#r]. Butforo, Bwith o-tþ: dirrit Ð,

at.)

4
t

ui@)' uiø)P > uiui)ui(F) : (:)" 1) rn-t:m (E+F)

when k is large enough. Mea,sures defined in this way will be discussed in the next

chapter.

The next exanrple shows that for some probability rleasures, though (4) does not

hold, we still have (3),

Example 5. Let {t¡} be a sequence of nunrbers decreasing to 0 and let

0 : rno 1mt I mz < ."
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to ensure that
(*t - mo I (rrt - *r) t'" * (*z¡-t - Ttlzj-z) l t¡^r¡

(*, - *t) * (*n - *t) t ... -f (mz¡ - Ttlzj-t) ! t¡*r¡+r.
( * nl2i+r

LetA:{t t *lr^:0,1
li=o n=rnz¡lLz

dim(,a) : dim(Il) : g(see Falconer

oo rn2i +r
lrL : ilo n=rlrr¡

and

, {}0, *}o*>

(t2)

Then

oo rnzi
l-LZ : :k *' j=I n=rr"zi-t*,I

We have supp([rl.) : A and supp(ttr) -- B. Hence dim(p1) : dim(¡¿z) - 0. It is

easy to see that þt x ltz - n¿. Therefore for any Borel subsets E, F we have

m(E+r)> pt(E)pz(F).

Now we define a quantity to characterize the singularity of regular probability

mea^r¡ures on T.

Definition. Let p be a regular probability measure on T. For any æ € T clefine

s(tt, *): lip,i6rf 

"t 
r'Ïr;rl;î * o' 

,

and call it the local scaling erponent of. p,. Let

s(¡r) - ,inf{s(ø, æ)}.

'We call s(p).the singular euponent of p,.

If ¡^¿ is a discrete nì.easure we have s(p) - 0. For Lebesgue measure m, s(m):!.
For ¡r1 , þzin example 3, s(/rr): tjtr) : O. If. s(p,,æ) - s(tù for ¡^r-a.e. it happens

that s(¡r) - ¿im(p)(see Falconer [19] p61). The Lebesgue measlute nLt and. ¡.t,",

u¿(i :1,2,3) defined above are of this kind. In general we have 
"(¡r) I dim(¡r). For

the measurc trtn defined in Example4, s(¡.t,t): ln*åã#É - 2- ffi *hi.t i,
less than dim(¡re ) : z- åil#

{}0, + To*r.
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Theorem 3.4. Let ¡-t, u be rcgulat probability mea,sures on T. If the the inequality

u(E+.F')> p(E)"p(F)P

holds for any Borel subset E, F, then we have

(a+ þ)s(u) 2 "(")

( 13)

(14)

Proof. Suppose that (o + þ)t1t) : t(r) - 2e where e ) 0. By definition there exist

æ €. T and ór, J 0, such that

Log p,(æ - 6n,æ I 6^) <s(p)+el@+p). ( 15)
Ios126*l

Hence

p(æ - 6n, n * 6n)o+ P > lz6*1þ(.u)+ 
e I @+þ))(a+ þ)

: l26n1Q)-'.

Btú u(æ -26n,u -126*) <l+6,1"Q) - 2"@)126,1"Q). When n large enough we have

P6,,f¿) 2"Q). Therefore for E : F : læ - 6n,æ I d,"] we have p(.Ð).p(F)B >

v(E + F). r

By Theorem 3.4 we know that the restriction on o, B related to Hausdorff dimen-

sion of measures is a necessary condition for (5) and (11). If there are two different

mea"sures [Lt¡ þz in the right hand side of (13), Example 5 shows that we may not

have a result analogous to (1a) in general. However, by the proof of Theorem 3.4

\¡¡e can imnrediately obtain the following corollary.

Corollary . Let þt, Fz and u be regula,r probabiltty measures on T. Suppose that
lo æ fr *6n andtherc exists a sequence {á,,} I 0 such that s(p,1) : lim

log
1

s(Lrz):.U*W
u(E-r r) > ø(E)"pz(F)P

fot some &L, rz € T. If the inequality
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holds for any Borel subset E, F, then we have

as(pt)+Ês(uz)2'(").

The inequalities (6), (7), (8) and (10) are of this type.

Here we also point out that a restriction like a, þ ) i# - 1 for (5) (except (8))

is also necessary. To see this, Iet q,: 2, B be any nunrber less than l# - 1, say

P :'#- 1 - e (e > 0). Let E: C the classical Cantor set, and

r: {I ftv":0,2}
oo

n=lc

Since F+F c¡0,$l,weget

olc*'2m(E*F¡<î

But

tr.(E)'p.(F)P -
1

2k

log 3
Iog2-1-e

rk(1+.): =r,, > m(E + F)

when k is large enough. As for the restriction J(o-i + p-r) ( g for (5) and (11),

3o-1 * \P-L < 15 for (8), they are required by the the method we will use. 'We 
do

not know whether they are necessary or not.
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$3. RnnucrroN PRocnss

In this section, we reduce the measure inequalities into single variable inequalities.

In [7] Brown proved

Theorem 3.5. Suppose that s, t > L. Then for allO ( æ 1! we have

! t æ + æ2 2 (t + æ"¡t/"(1 + *t)tlt,

if a,nd only if 3(s * ú) I 8;

s-1 + ¿-r - 
log 3

' Iog2
(1)

Ll_æ*u2 > (L+æ"¡t/"(1 + ,t +*"¡t/', i:#r-t +ú-1 :1; (2)

and

L I æ + æ2 +r3 2 (1 + æ")L/"(L + æt + *" + *t')t/', (3)

wheneverts-t +F:!

In [12] $¡e use (3) to prove the measure inequality

m(E i r) > v¡(E)m(F)P

where I"*þ:I,0 { a, P SL. Itis animmecliateresultthattheinequality

holds when l" + P > t, P > +. A[ the other inequalities can be proved similarly.

In the following we will give the proof of (5) in Theorem 3.1(denote as (J.l)-(b)) in

detail. Since a Lemma of Brown a,nd Shepp(Lemma a of [9]) we be used in this and

following sections, we copy it below:
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Proposition 3,6. (Brown & Shepp) Suppose that,for i:0, !,2, s¿ 11, ú¿ l1
and as¿r -lbt;r : !, for some constarús a, b with g : ffi tn"n

^9,0 (æ),9¿o (s) < ;i?Ë{S", 
(")Sr, (s)}

Wherc tl" L/t
TÙ

s,(ø) - æ sr(a): ÐniÐ
i:l

s

'i=L

and æ¿, U¿) 0.

Proof of (s.r)-(r). since if (3.1)-(5) hotd for a pair of (a, B) then it holds for

any pair (o', þ')where e,' ) a, P' > P,since if c ) 1 we always have 1 *" t l#
and 3(a-1 + 1) < 8, we can assume that P < L. By the regularity of m ancJ, p,. ir

is enough to prove the inequality for closed .E and F. F\rrthermore we may assume

E, F are closed subsets of the Cantor set C. Let

An:{Ð 
#lthere 

exist æ € .8, s.t. ": å 
.fu, ,:0 or 2},

Bn -{Ð #lthere 
exist æ €.F, s.r.' : 

å 
4, ": o or 2},

a,nrJ En - An+ [0, Br,1], 
Fn - B, * to, #]. Then

E:)E*,
tt=I

F- )r.
oo

N:L

and
oo

E+F - n(8.+p*).
tt=I

Clearly m(En¡ F*) > lA.¡ B*l '3L, *h".e \Me use I .l to clenote the number of

elenrents of the corresponding set. Therefore,

m(E * F) : Lillrr m(E* a F,) > lim?1âOO n,:àCO

lA^ + n^l

II
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| 4*l
Since p,"(E): 

-Ii{n*'¡r"(E'-): -li{n-'"2'
and ¡r"(^t') : lim

pÀ
2n

It suffices to show
rtdoo

lA^ + B*l >
20+B

lA*l-lB*lP
Tt,Dr)

As Brown and Moran did in [8], let

nIL
A'-+r: {t * . O**rlen¡y: i},

lc=l ù

n*r
oi - f f 6e ,Bh+t: iI #.".*rlen¡1 

:ij,
for i :0, 2. By inductive assumption

lA*+t I Bn+| à lÁl+t * BI+rl + (lÁl+t * B'^+rl,lA?.+r+ Bfl*,1)+

+ lA?*+r + B'*+rl

2 [ l,al*, l' l 
Bå+ r lB + |Ao*+rl. l 

B,*+rlp, 
l 
AI*rl. 

l 
B9+, 

l 

B 
) +

+l A?*+ rl' ll'*+rn (*n)"

We do this inductively.

'We hope that the last expression is not less than

equivalent to

(
t.)

)^*' o**L o Bn+LÉ' It is
2a*Ê

aobþ +(o'(1 -b)P,( - a¡'6Þ) + (r -r)"(1 - b)P, #,
for all a, b e (0, 1). 'We 

have

Proposition 3.7. The inequahty (a) is true if and only if

L * æ t æ2 > j*(1 + ro-')*(1 +,þ-')þ,
2Q+t:

(4)

0(æ(1. (5)

Proof. Assume that (a) is true. Let a, b > +. Multiplying both sides by

ancl denoti"r (fãr)'', .,(+)u u n,,we get

tr(æ, a)*æua#frl_no-')'(t+ uP-')P, 01æ, s<t. (6)

1

aobþ
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When æ:U (6) becomes(5).

Now supposing (5) holds we prove (4) is true.

1>

If a :0 or 1 (4) becomes

bP +(t-b)P t -L.= 2o*P'

We need only check that (7) holcl for b : 0, +, 1.

#* which is true since a + p > i# For ó -
When b - 0 or 1, we get

$ we get the true statement

(7)

2L-8, ;*(since " > T# - tl.

Now we assume that ¿ , +,, b > 0. Like in the above, urultiplying both sides of

(¿) bv #F,letting *: (+)'uoa ,: (+)u, tt"o (4) becomes

1 * (æ, u) * æu a #(L + *o-')'(1 + uþ-')þ , 0(æ(1, g)0. (S)

Consicler t I (æ, g) -f æu - #uft t æo-' )'(1 + uP-')P as a function of g. Then

its second order derivative is not positive except when U : æ where the derivative

does not exist. Hence, by the concaveness of the function, we need only check (B)

holds fot y - 0, r and oo.

When U:0 weget

t
L + æì_fu(l a r'"-'¡'. (9)

If a ( 1, (9) is true obviousl¡ because & 
( l ancl (1 +æo-'). < 1f r. since

P > l# - 1, we tuu" ¡fu 1 2r-a.when a ) Lwe show that

L+ æ >zt--(r+æo-')o, (10)

which is equivalent to

o¿
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Ler f (z): L# - (t+f)o. rh"o

11
t(0) )o, /(1):o

and

22"

e-1
<0.

Hence, lQ) > 0 for all z e (0, 1). Then (11) and then (10) are true.

'When ! : æ we get (5) which is true by assumption. When U : oo we get (g)

again. I

l'Q):|,'-' -î(+)

Now ïve have to show that (5) really holds when a and p satisfy

a.tþ=i:#

3(o-t+É-1)<8, a, þ)ffi-t
Proposition 3,8. For 0 1 æ 1L we have

L r æ i æ2 > * (L + no-')'(r + *þ-')þ,
2o¡t¿

0(u(1, (5)

where a, B satisfy
a-tþ=ffi

3(o-'+p-1) <8, a, þ)i#-t

Proof. By Proposition 3.6, we need only consider 3(o-1 + p-r): B. Let u : a* þ
and consider a and B as functions of ø determined by

(o+þ:u
)

t ,1o-t * d-1) : 8. 
(12)

3
(1 +ro-')'(1 + *þ-')þ.

Let

f (u,*)
2"
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When ., - l#, we have f @,*) < 1 + æ -t æ2 bv (r). IVe will prove the proposition

by showing that f @,*) is decreasing wi h respect to ø. We may assume that a ) þ,

since when o - P : lwe have u - l,a ¡oþ#. For the convenience o calculation

we consider the logarithm of f (u,z). Let

s(u,æ): tn.f(ø) : ln3 - øln 2* rrln(l + *o-') a Bln(l + *þ-').

Then

g',(u,æ) : -ln 2 * ft"1, * ro-') - æ'-' tn æ- I 4g

L*'- 
* ' o(L+æo-')]d"

| 
*þ-,\ _ *þ-'!o* I oB+ftn(t+ ' PG*..\lñ

trbom (rz) we t" ooî 
- oro_ p* 

df, 
- ,, !'ur. Therefore,

s'.(u,æ) : -ln 2 * *+Fl"{" h(l * *o-')- #*l
-B(Brn(l + *,-') l#l]

Let

h(u,,æ): o(oh(l + *o-') j#) - O(Or"{r t æþ-') - t+).
Then

h'n(u,æ): (
e,æo-' -L fro-' -r ln æ * o*o-, -! *za-r -L ¡n *

! + æo-, (1 + æ.-'¡z

*þ-'-r lnø f BnÞ-'-t uzÞ-'-t

LJ-æo'

L + æþ-'

,þ-'
(t + æÞ--'¡z

Inr

-la.

: æ2 Inæ
æ

(7 + æ'-'¡2
>0

G+æ 
is increasing when y is increa^sing in (0,1), ancl

1
g'.(u,,ø) < -ln2* a2-p

)(L ¡ *'-'¡z
since the function

_1

æa - >ælt'. Hence

81
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which completes the proof.

Now we have proved (3.1)-(5). Through the proof rve can see that p" can be

replaced by the the following mea^sure

which is carried on the set C1 -- $C, where C is the Cantor micldle third set. In

fact we need only replace 2 by t in the definition of. An and Brr.

Proposition 3.3 can also be proved in the sanle way. For the proof of (8.1)-(6),

(7), (8) we need

Proposition 3.9. Suppose that a¿, b¿ ) 0 and Ð ar : L, Dbn - L where the sum

is for all the i appeañng in each inequality. We have the followtng tnequalities:

o" .1- 1P: ,,!_r(i6t + Ió+)

@ibfl, "îbil + @ffbf , "îbil + @f bqr, agu() > t,

"+ffiø:1,01,.,81!;
þib|, "îbÐ + @ffbf , "îbÐ + @ib?r, "îbil + @ibf , affufr) > t, (14)

aguff + @ibf , "îbil + @ibf ,, oîbil + affbl >t, ( 15)

'U" *ffi|: 1, Bc-l + BB-1 < 15

( 13)

(13) a,nd (14) can be proved bv (z) and (3) of Theorem 8.5 respectively. The

proof of (15) needs the following theorem.

Theorem 3.10. The inequality

! I u + æ2 +r3 > (1 f æ")* (L + nt i- æ2t¡Ï
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holds for 0 I u 1 I, if and only if

3s*8ú(15, ( 17)

where s, ú ) t satisfy

11 loq31I u 
-l,;-t"r4¡-' (18)

The proof of Theorem 3.10, which is quite long, will be given in next section.

For the proof of (15) we also need

1 * æ + æ2 +rt > (1 *æ')*1t a æ¿¡å ( 1e)

where s, ú are the same as in Theorenr 3.10. In fact we have (19) for s, ú satisfying

s, t 21 and * * T < 1.5 (see Kemp [zs]). nom (18) we get

:.+-t-(1 +ffi)|.'u,
sinceú<2by(17).

We wish that the following inequality were true:

@ib|, "îbÐ+@ffbf, "îbil+@ffbf, "ibf , "îbil+@ibf, affufi¿r (20)

where0( e.)p <

Unfortunately, (20) does not hold in general. Let øs - a2 - ós - bz : t
and ø1 - ór : 0. Then the left hand side equals 21-.þåå ( 1. However, (20) is true

when ao: ür - a,2 å, t.".

(b8, bil + þf , u8) + þt, u?r, af ) + eî, uï ) 3o, (zL)

by which \rye can prove (3.2)-(10)
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Since the left hand side of (21) is synrnretric, we may a"ssume bo ) ór, b2. Then

(21) becomes

zø( + (uf , uÐ > 3o. (22)

The worst ca,se of (22) is bt : bz. therefore, we need to show

tbf +Pf >-g-, óo )ór )0, ós 1-2\:1

(*) : r. Then (22) is equivalent to
p

(23)

(24)

Let

and

3læ >3'(1 +2æþ-')þ, 0(æ ( 1.

tet l(ø) - 3 * æ - 3'(1 f- 2rþ-' )É. \Me have

/(o):3-3">0, /(1):o

Í" (*) - -l . 3*(P-r - lxl I 2æþ-')P-, . *þ-'-z > 0.

Hence l(r) ì 0 for all 0 ( r ( 1

Suppose E, F are the saûle as in (3.2)-(10). tet

i:lcJ.I

e¿

4n,
En:"*+{ Ð e¿:DrLr?l,

TL

lc

where "u: ,Ðoft {rn:0, 1 or 2) is a constant, and

rù oo

Fn - ,Ðftlthere exists 
Ð# 

Ç F, e¿: 0,1 or 2|.

Like before, by (21) we can show that

lø* + F*l2lE*l"lF-lP, (25)
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which derives (3.2)-(10). It is enough to check (25) is true when n : lû,, the first

step of induction, which is a trivial result.

As for (3.2)-(9), it can be proved by

4
(ooö0, azbz) * (asó1, øróo) l(asb2, arbt, azbo)l(a1b2, a2by)) g' (26)

where ai, bi ì 0 and D o¿ : Ðb¿ : 1. In the following we show (26) is true.

'We 
have

LIIS of (26) > øo(óo f år * áz) + (otbr, azbt): ao I (orbr, azbt) (27)

Hence (26) holds whenever oo 2 Ê. Similarly, (26) holds if there exists a"n o,¿ ot

Uu> t Therefore we may restrict o¿'s a,ncl b¿'s to lie in the intervaf tå, álf¿enote

as [c1, dt]). It is easy to see that under this restriction we have (orbr, azbt) ] c1d1.

trbom (27) we lçnow that (26) is true whenever 
"o 2 Ê - qilt tr\rrthermore, (26) is

true if ø¿'s or ö¿'s lie outside the intervn tå + 2c1d,1, t-c1d1](denote as lc2, drl).

Inductively, we get that (26) holds if a¿'s or ó¿'s lie outside the interval fcn,, dn],

where d*: t - cn-rdn-L¡ cn: L -zdn.

Now we show that d" I + ancl therefo rc cn | å. t" fact we have

d^: l- (1 - 2dn-t)d*-t. (28)

since the function (1 - 2æ)n is decreasing when " > f,, and dn ) $ - max{(r -
2æ)æ|:6 - å t å, we know trhat d,nis decreasing as r¿ is increasing. Henced,.-is

decreasing to the limit value $ which is a root of. u:6 - ft -2æ)æ.

The proof is conrpleted by the fact that when a¿: bi,: å(, : 0,1,2) (2a) is an

equality.
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$4. A PRoon or Ax INnquer,rrv

In this section we give a proof of Theorem 3.10. For the convenience of statement,

rve copy Theorem 3.10 below.

Theorem 3.10. The inequality

!i_æ+nz +rt > (1 *æ")*(t+æt i_æzt¡i (1)

holds for 0 ( æ 1t, if and only if

(2)

wherc e, ú ) t satisfy

3s*8ú(15

11 loq31
--r2s' log4ú -r' (3)

(4)

Proof. First we show that the condition 3s * 8ú ( 15 is necessary. Let n - L - g.

Considering the second order Taylor expansion with respe ct to g of both sides of

(1), we get

r I æ + æ2 + 13 : 4 - 6u + 4u' + o(u'),

and

(t + ø"¡i (t + nt t æzt¡l

-lzl -z*-Lu+2+-3(s -L)u, +o(u\l[3+ - JÏu-rzl-t¿rz +o@r)]

- {-ur* tj#! uz + o(yz¡ (by (B), 2*3Ì - 4¡.

(5)
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Conrparing (4) and (5) we know that when 3s + 8ú ) 15, \rye can choose æ close to

1 (i.e. y close to 0) which makes (1) false.

Now we prove (1) under (2) and (3). BV Lemma 3.6, we need only to prove (1)

under
1 L loE31

I e 

-l2 s log4 t
3s*8f:15

h : t.0L2670... and tz : L.467310...

(6)

Fbom (6) we get

s:5-9ú.
3',

Let

1 1F(æ):log(1 +-æ*æ2 +æs) log(1 + ø") log(1 *æt+æ2t).
I t

We need to show that ^F(ø) ) 0 for 01æ ( 1 when t:tt, ú2. 
'We 

have

tr'(o) - s, F(1) - ¡. (7)

Consider the first derivative of. F(æ):

F'(æ) -
I + 2n * 3æ2 fr"-L æt-r + 2*2t-L

tlæ+æ2+æ3 I+r" t.r-ætlæzt '

which is a positive multiple of the following function (denote u: tll, then s :
5 - 8ø):

G(æ): (L+2æ +zæz)(t+ø")(1 +ut + rrr) -(r+ æ+æ2 +*3¡*s-t(t+æt +*rr)

- (1 + æ t æ2 + æ3)(r i n")(æt-t ¡2*zt-t¡
: 1 * 2æ I 3n2 * æ,6-a1¿ I 2æ7-au i æsu+t I 2æ3u+z - *5-5u | 77-lu - æ6u

! a6u+z *2æ5-z- - *4-Bu - 2*4-5u _ g*4-2u _ *6-2u _ *su-L _ 2*6u-r

G(0) : 1, G(1) : e.

and we have
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If we can prove G(æ) has exactly one root in(0,1), then by (7) and (8) we can

get the expected result.

I. tr : 1.0126706730316177...

Define H(*) : æ-L G(*). Then

ä(0) : aso, fI(l) - 0. (e)

We show that fl(ø) has exactly one root in (0,1), Write H(*) in power increa^sing

order:

H(*):æ-L -*3u-2 +2-2*6u-2 - *S-Bu f 3æ* ß3u -r6u-I -2*3-5u ¡2*t-l3u

I æt-Bu - *4-5u - g*ï-zu I ærra, i 2æ6- 8ø - 2*4-zu I æ6-su - *5-2u.

Then

H' (*) - - n-z - Qu - 2)s3u-s - 2$u - 2)æeu-t' - (3 - 1u)sz-tu + 3 + gu*lu-L

- (6u -I)s6u-z -2G -'u)sz-s" +Z(t*3u)u3u + (5 - 8u)æa-au

- (4-5u)æ3-su - 3(3 -2u)az-2" + (1 *6u)æ6u +2(6 -}u)Ur-au

- 2(4 - 2u)æ3-2', + (6 - 5u)æ5-6. - (5 - 2u)ua-zu,

and

ä'(0) - -@, fl'(t) : ¡. (10)

Furthermore, we have

H"(o): *o9, H"(l) - g

t
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and

¡7@@) :24æ-5 - (2 - 3ø)(r - }u)(a - 3ø)(5 - }u)fu-a

-t2(6u - 2X3 -6u)(a - 6ø)(5 - 6u)æ6u-u + (e - 8ø)(8ø -z)(su-!)lua-L-au

* zu(\u- 1X2 - 3ø)(3 - }u)nïu-n - (au- 1)(62 - 2X3 - 6u)(a - 6u)æ6u-6

- 2(3 - Su)(2 - 5u)(5u - t),uæ-L-6u - 6a(1 * 3ø)(3u - L)(2 - Bu)sttu-:t

- (5 - 8ø)(a - 8z)(B - Bø)(Bø - 2)ar-au + Ø -5ø)(3 - lu)(z- bø)(5ø - L)æ-su

+ B(B -zu)(z -2u)(t -2u)2un-r-2u ¡ Q+au)au(6u- 1)(6ø -2)s6u-t'

+ 2(6 - 8ø) (5 - str.) (a - 8ø) (3 - 8u)sz -a' - 2(4 - 2u)(3 - 2u)(2 - 2u)(L - 2u) æ-2u

+ (6 - 5z)(5 - 6Q(a - 5ø)(3 -5u)æ2-5" - (5 -2u)(a-2u)(3 -2u)(2-2u)ær-2u.

If we know that fl(a)(r) > 0, for 0 < ø ( 1, then H"(*) is convex in (0,1). BV

(11) we know thal H't(u) has at nrost one root in (0,1). If H"(*) has no root in

(0,1) then H"(*) ) 0 for ø € (0,1). Thereforc H'(æ){ 0 for æ e (0,1). Because of

(9), we get H(æ) > 0, which implies G(*) > 0, and then .t'l(u) ) 0 for 0 < æ< 1. It

contradicts with (7). Hence H"(*) has exactly one root in(O,1). At this stage, we

can see that G(æ) ha"s exactly one root in (0,1) easily.

Now we show lhat Htt(æ) > 0 for æ €. (0,1). Denote the absolute value of the

coefficient of the i-th term o1 ¡7G) (ø) as a¿(u) and, the exponent as c¿. Then'we can

write ¡¡(+) (ø) as

¡7@ @) -at(u)æo' - a2(u)no,

+ ar(u)nas I aa(u)æoo * at(u)*oo

- a6(u)æ"o - a,7(u)æa7 - ay(u)*o" - as(u)æo"

* øn(u)æo'o + a¡(u)uo,, I an(u)æo', t an(u)*-t"

- as(u)æo'n + a1¡(u)æo'o - aL6(u)ro,u

I
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Since a1 1o,2 < ... <

Consider u a,s a, variable and define

Ít("):at(u)-az(u),

lz(u) - as(u) *aa(u) +a¡(u) - øo(ø) - or(u) - aa(u) - as(u),

Ít(") : ú¿10 (") + ort(u) i ay2(u) f ars (") - au(u),

ln("): arl(") - otu(u).

We show that when u: tLlS - 0.99255..., we have

/r(r) > o,

ft(")+/z(ø)>0,

lr(r) > o,

/r(")+/+(ø)>0.
In fact, l{") - -96 l- 462u l6Z9u2 - 328ø3 * gl¿a and

fi@) - 462 - L278u t II34u2 - J24u3,,

li'@) : -L278 -r 2286u - 984ø2 < 0 (since Bz - 4AC < 0)

Hence for 0 ( u 10.4 we have

fí(") > /í(0.4):25.504 ) 0.

So for u: tLf 3:0.337556..., we have

Ír(") > 11(0.33755) > 0.626.

Similarl¡ for f2(u) we have

lr(") : -t44* 1018ø - 300luz * 5342ur - 4895ua,

fí@): 1018 - 6002u * t6026uz - 19580ø3,

Íí'(") - -6002 *32052u-58740u2 <0 (B'-4AC <0),

È
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and #(0.35) - 40.9925 > 0. Therefore for that particular value of ø, we have

fi(") > /í(0.33755) > -0.401

Hence

lt fu) + lz(u) > 0.626 - 0.401 - 0.225 ) 0.

In the same \¡/ay, we can get

h(")>/s(0.s38)>2.02.

La,stly,

Ín(") : 240 - L402u * 269!uz - 2138ø3 -l 609øa,

fi@) : -t402* 5328ø - 64]4uz t 2436u3,

li'@): 5382 - t2828u t 7308u2.

This time we have /í(0.3) > 0, lí(0.5) > 0 and li'G) ( 0. Thereforc f[(u) > 0

for 0.3 1u 10.5. By the fact that fi'(0.3) : -299.8879 and ff(0.5) : -10, we get

that

fi@)<0, ue (0.3,0.5).

Hence for the particular ø, we have

rn@) > 14(0.34) > -1.5.

At last we get

ft(") + lE(u) > 2.02- 1.5 : 0.52 ) o.

III. tz : 1.467310677329...

It is similar to last the paragraph, but more complicated. This time we define

H(*) : *-L c@)
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and write it in power increasing order

H(*) -*-È - æZ-au - #'-Ë .--2æÈ - 2æE-6u - 2æ6u-l

* 3æË * æt -8, + #u-t - ut-su - æ6u-t - Zæzr-zu

.r-2æ#-au +Zæ8r3u -Zæ&-ru + æE-su * ut*e, - æ*-zu.

Like in the last paragraph, we have

.lEl(O) : aqo,

H'(0) - -@,

H"(o): *oo,

fr(1) : o;

H'(1) :9'

fr"(l) : ¡.

We witl show that I/(a)(t) > 0. Unlike the last paragraph, \rye can not prove it

directly. We need to considet g(0)(ø).Check that

¡f(4) (0) : *oo,

¡r(5)(0) - -ñ,

ä(4)(1)_6)0,

¡/(5)(1)__6(0.

By the same method used in the last paragraph, we will show that

¡¡(o) (z) > 0,
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(*)

T,,

6)¡¡(

- t| - r"rrT -
945 -rL2 -2132\

which completes the proof. Now

10395
--& 64

-(8r- r" - f Xr " -f,)ß"- ]lrr" * j)tr" +|)*-*-u'
gu\(!,t2

7_
--õu
2

13u- -2

X
1

)æ-Ê-z'
2

16u--
2

13
2

-3u-e",ù(l

lrr

u" - l)é - u")(I - u")(+ - 6u)æ6'-t

I
)æsu-

- 5")(I - u")(!, - u")(l- 5ø)(5, - f,)*r-u.

- irri - 6u)æ6'-E

X

X; - zu)(zu -'¡lfr" *;
r"x; - 8ø)(8ø - f,lrt" -

- r"X+ - r"Xl - 3.,)

)(5, - |lf fu" - ]lfu" * 5u + |)*-E-u'
- z(6u - |>rc" - irri - uù(T - u")(+ - uù(+ - 6u)æGu-*

* e45 *-z + rL]_ r"x; - 8ø)(8ø _ 
f,lrr" 

_ 
f,lo" 

_ lrlrr" _|1"64 '2
+ (eu * |lrt" - irri- r"X; - t")(l - t")(I - ru)æru-t

* (; - uù(: - u")(l - 5u)(5u - I>ru" - 
t 

lru" + 
rr)*-t-u"

)æÈ-a'

5-
--bu
2

6u

2u

-Bu
I

X

X+(oø-

2u

3u

5

,-
_L1(n
1
-+2
I

,-
11

2

+

i,,
* t(l - 2u)(

.13
- z(T - 8ø)

- rG+ Bø)(

- r(l - zu)(

-(i-5.,)(
- rT * u")(t,

D
-oau--

2

ë -'ù(l-,ù(l-

çr"*f,
5.
- )l8z -2"
r! -ro'2

)æ

Dr)

t

2u

x;- z'¡çf,-n
,ù(l-r")(T-r,¡çr,-t,

6uå,,

)

2u +

X

x;-+

6u ()

2u
3

,-2o 2
X )(2" -

1
)æ-ï-z'

Let

It u(
6

) : or (") -Ð"0(")
i=2

: -62L6.328I25 + 60563.25u - 247887.6625u2 1- 511830ø3

- 65L543.75u4 + 613188ø5 - 387435u6 ,
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and

t2 L7

fz@)-ton(u)-ton(u)
¿-7 ¿-13

- 6378.75 - 86083.5t¿ + 480716.3!25u2 - L424670u8

+ 237t723.75u4 - 2Ltt364u5 ¡ 7882g9u6,

where oo(u) (> 0) is the absolute value of the coefficient of the i-th term o¡ ¡¡(6) (ø).
'We show that

for ø : t2f3 : 0.489103559..., which implies ¡7(f)(æ) > 0 for 0 < ø ( t. In fact, for

positive terms of fl and /2 using 0.489103, which is slightly less tha¡r u - tzl\, and

for negative terms using 0.489104, which is slightly larger, in place of ø, we get

It(u) > 0.7e,

lz(") > 0.54.

The proof is completed.
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$5. Suusor oF THREE sETS.

In this section we consider the Lebesgue measure of sunrset of 3 subsets with

positive nleasure of z1 defined in $2. Suppose -8, F, G are Borel subsets of T, \Me

hope that there exist o, þ, .t ) 0 with (a+ Þ +.y)dim(zr) : dim(m) or simply

a*þl'y-2suchthat

m(E -f r + c) > ur(E)'vt(F)Prr(c)t. (1)

Indeed by Proposition 3.3 and (8) of Theorem 3.1, we know that there exlst Bt, 1t >

0 with þ' +^t': ì# such rhat

u2(F -r G) 2 rt(F)P'yr(G)'T' ,

and o, ø ) o with $a* iåËå" : 1 such that

m(E + F + G) 2 u{E)"u2(F + G)".

Let B: þ'u and 7 :.y'Lc.Then we have a+ P l-l:2 and get (1). Inaddition, we

have a-1 + p-L +7-t ( 5.

1 loE3

Denote the solutions of {'" 
* ffiø 

: t 
a'

'3a-1 *8B-1 :15
or : 0.434868

fu:0.987487'

and the solutions of
, ^ log30-|'u

Iog2

S(o-t+É-t):8

oz : 0.919818' '

Éz : 0.681518''

as

and {

{

ol : þí: 0.975963 . '.

"'z 
: þ!,: 0.608999. ..
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LeI a : q'zþz - 0.415044"', b: c"z: 0.919818..., c: et: 0.434868'.' and

d' : a1fu: 0.963751 "' . Then we have

Theorem 3.11. Fot any Borel subseús E, F, G of T one has

m(E + F + G) 2 a(E)'u1(F)Ba(G)1 (1)

where a, þ, 1 satisfy

a+Pl'l:2 (2)

and ate located in any one of the three intewals [o, b],lc, d,] and [0.5, 1].

When a, þ,'l are located in [ø, b] or [c, d] Theorenr 3.11 can be proved directly

by Proposition 3.3 and (8) of Theorem 3.L. For the interval [0, 1] the proof is based

on a particular one variable inequality.

Theorem 3.12. Suppose thatr, s, ú ) Lwithå** +I:2 andIlr, s, t12.
Then for a,Il D 1 u 1t we have

r * æ + æ2 +rt > (1 -t æ')* (1 + ø")* 1t + ø¿¡* (3)

Proof. First we claim that we need only to prove (3) for r:!, s:t:2. In fact,

\¡¡e may assume that f ) r, s. If ú : 2, then ! 1r,, s 12 ancl | + * : 1.5. By

Proposition 3.6,

(L + æ'¡t/'(1 + *s¡Lls < (1 + ø)(1 + *r)tlr,

Then

(t + æ'¡t/'(1 + æ")L/"(t + æt¡t/t < (1 + z)(1 + *z¡t/z (t + æz¡r/2.
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If ú < 2, suppose s) r,choose,ss suchthat $*t* l:2.It mustbethat so ) 1,

and we have

(t + æ'¡t/'(1 + æ")L/"(L + æt¡tlt < (1 + æ')r/'(r + æ"o¡tlso(1 + rz)r/2.

Hence

(r + r'¡tl'(1 +æ")1/'(1 I æt¡tlt < (1 + æ)(1 + æ2¡L12çt+n?¡t/z

-1+æ+æ2+æs r

Proof of Theorern 3.11. Suppose that u1(E) > "t(F) > "t(G). By (8) of

Theorem 3.1, we have

m(E +r + c) > a(E)buz(F + G)þ",

for b : az1 Pz defined before. And by Proposition 3.3,

u2(F + G) > rr(P)'',rr(C¡0',.

Ilence,foras -b:0.919... , þo: þzoí:0.665... and 1: a: þzþl:0.4!5...,
we have

m(E * F + G) 2 rt(E)'" u¡(F)Pou1 (c)t'.

If a, B, I Ç la, ô] with a-tþ*l :2,wemust have a ( oo and o*É l o,o:-þo(since

I ) .yo - a). Therefore

m(E + F + G) ) ut(E)oou1(F)Po u1 (G)t'

) u1(E)'vt(F)Prr(c)t.

Similarl¡ we can show that whenever o, þ,, .y € [c, d] with a -f þ * .,1 : 2, we

m(E + F + G) ) 4(E)'vr(F)Prt(c)'.

have
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For the carie û, þ, 'y € [0, 1], we neecl only to consicler o:1, þ:'l: ] ty ttr"

sanle reason as above. Like in $3, let

n oo

and

En: {Ð;bl there exist f ft € E, e¿: o or 1},

obÈ 
"È 

+ (ø(r - Ð+ çÈ , abi(r - c¡å, (r - ebà cà

+ (ø(r - qt(r - c¡å , (1 - ø)(1 - q* c+, (r - ø¡aå

+(1 -")(1 -a¡å1r-")å >r.

Eh
{Ðr=rft € En, ,^: i}

tot i:0, L. And define F., F:, and Gn, Giîn the same way. Then

lø*+Fntc-l> (4)

>-lal + F: + c}l + (lui * pl + Go,'|, lal + F) + Go*|, IEI + pi + ci,l)

+ (lE"+ Fl+Go^1, lE'.+ Fl+G'^1, lal+Fl+cll) + IEL+ rl+cil
>l Eill F:lÈ lcr,là + ( t 

øå l lflili" lG',|", lqlll4'¿l' t r lcr,l|, l EIllFI,,lä 
l cl l 

+ 
)

+ (tø'"llr; I 
å lc'-l+, lg'.llflI,l+ lc'*l+, lq|;ll, i"l+lcll å) + lnllr)l å lcll å.

The second step is by inductive assumption. It is easy to check that l.E1 + ,F1 +

Grl > lørllrt¡å¡Ct¡å. We hope that the last expression of (a) is not less than

lÛ*ll4*lÈlC^lå, which is equivalent to

Lemma. Suppose 0 1 a,, b, c 11. Tfren

)
(1

(5)

")+)

The lemma can be proved by Theorem 3.L2 in a similarly way of the proof of (a)

in $3. Then we get

ln* + Fn * G.l > lÛ*lln*lä1C"1t
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for each r¿. The proof of Theorem 3.11 is completed by a limit argument

Remark. 1. If o, B, 1arc not all located in one of the three intervals mentioned

in Theorem 3.11, we do not have the conclusion in general. However, if (o, þ, l)
can be express as c(ot, þ','l') +(1 - ")(o", þt', .y"), we also have

m(E + F + G) ) u1(E)'u1(F)Ba(G)7

where0 <c( 1and (o', Ê',,'y'),(a", þ",l") satisfytheassumptionof Theorem

3.11.

2. Suppose For any Borel subsets E, F, G we have

m(E + F + G) ) a(E)'u1(F)Pa(G)1

then it must be that min{ a, þ, 'y} > 2- l# : 0.415037'... To see this let

E : F: {t ftt,": o, 1}
oo

n=I

1 )

Then ",.(E):q(F):L,uL(c): $u"d E+F*G: [0, å1. Therefore,

m(E + F + G) - f, and u1(E)'uy(F)Prr(c)t : (+)
we must have 7 > 2 - bg2þÉ

In orcter that fi = 
(+)',

0en
en

ry
G_ Ð

n=2
{

7
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CHAPTER 4. Measure Inequalities

of Sumsets, II

$1. INrnoDUcrIoN

In this chapter we deal with measure inequalities of sumsets for coin tossing
t

mea,sures. Therth,re four sections in this chapter. Our nrain result appeaÌs in section

2 and is proved io r".tioo 3. We get that if (pr, t - pt) -f (pz, I - pz)< !, th.o fo,

any Borel subsets .E and .t' one has

m(E +,F') > po,(E)'po,(F)'. (1)

If the condition (pt, L-p,.)l(pz, L-pz) I $ fuirc and bothpl and p2 a"re greater

than (or less than) ], tn"o (1) is not true.

In section four we discuss coin tossing measures on Cantor set. We get that

m(E I ¡') > vo,(E)z uo,(F)z

holdsforallBorelsubsets E,F if andonlyif pz:!-p1 and l<0, 1l,whercuo

is defined in the coin tossing way on the set of numbers in whose base 3 expansion

only0andlappear.
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$2. Rnsulr

For0<p<1define

un : $r(p6o 
-t (t - p)o¿ ).

Then p,,p can be considered as the distribution of a random variable in the unit

interval the digits of whose binary expansion are determined by tossing a biased coin

(0withprobabilitVp,L withprobabilityl-p). ItisknownthatÍrpisconcentratecl

on the set

E-: {t ? 6- : o or. (Lz2n -"
n=l

Ð'*
1, lim k=l 

-t-qtfL¿-æ n )

And we have

s(trp) - - 
bs(q.J:4

where (p, t -p) : nrax{p, t - p}, [10] showed that for any 0 < p ( 1, there exist

a positive integer r¿ and a ) 0 such that for any Borel subsets Et, E,2,. . , , E. one

has

m(h -f Ez -l ., . ¡ E*) 2 ttp(Et)'po(Er)" .. . t r(8.)'.

Suppose E and F are Borel subsets with p,o,(E) > 0 and þr,(F) ) 0, what can

we say about the Lebesgue measurc ot E + F? Are there any real numbers a, B
such that for a^ny Borel subsets E, F one has m(E + I') > Frr(E)*po,(.t')É? Our

main result is
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that prt pz € (0, 1) satisfy

Dr)(pr, 1-pr)i(pr, l-pz)1
2'

Then for any Borel subseús E, F of T we have

m,(E -f .F') > pr,(E)'po,(F)' .

If in addítion,

(pt, r-pr)'(pz, r-pr)< 1

(1)

(2)

(3)
2

then

m(E IJ') > po,(E)pr,(F)

(pt, L-pt)*(pr, t-pz)>

(4)

The condition (p1, 1-pr) i(pz, r-pz) < $ ir anecessaryconclition for Theorem

4.1 when both p1 , pz ) å ot a å. t" fact we have

Proposition 4.2. Suppose that p1,, pz ) I * a l with

3

2

Then therc exist E, F with pr,(E) : þpr(F) : !, such that

m(E + F) :0.

Proof. First we suppose pt¡ pz > j and h * pz t å. *. show that

m(Ep,tEo,):0.

Since rTL - p+, we show that

(Eo,tEà|¡E+:ø.
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For æ : þrfu € Eo,and 3r : þrW € Eo,, suppose n*u: 
þ=rffi(mod 

1), where

en¡ Tn and un are 0 or L. Then

n TL TÙ

IrulÐ.*+lzr+1.
lc:l le=I h=L

Therefore

i,* i* ir-
limsup h=L < lim fr=l * lim h=L

TL:ræ n rL:tæ n 7ü+.oo n

-(1 -pr) + (L - pr) - t - (p, + or) .T.

which implies (Eo, i Er,)ìE'r : ø.

When pr, pz < ] with (t-pt) + (1 -pr) > $, *" hu.rr"

Err:L-Et-p, i:1, 2.

Then

m(Eo, I Eo,) - ^(t - (Ero, i h-r,))
:TL(Et-p, * Et-pr) : O. t

When pt, t, pz 1| we do not know if (1) is necessary for (2), but conjecture

that this is, in fact, the case.
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$3. Pnoor.

The method we will use is similar to [10]. By the same reason of Chapter 3, we

assunre .E and -F are closed. Like in $3 la^st chapter, let

rù oo

and

An: {Ðr=r#lthere 
exist ø €.8, s.t. r: Ð #, ,: o or 1},

{Ð-=r#lthere 
exist æ e F, s.r. æ : )Bn: , e:0or1

Then

po,(E):,Lgg p*)(,+.), a,nd, ¡.to,(.F') : ]r*r*r@^).

If we can show that

m,(En + F.) > lp*) çqòp*) @.)l'

then we obtain

nr,(E * ^F') 
: Iilrr m(E- + F*) ) þp,(E)opo,(¡l)*.

Denote (E + F)^ : (An ¡ B-)+ t0, +1. Then En* F.> (E + F)..

Ë'*
L qle
Ic:! 2

Lel En: Anll0,#1, F- : Bnllo,hl. Define *"urrrru* ¡rf), p*) oo

sn - {,=Ð__rfrle¿ - o, t} ot

p'g): 
*ir@nao+(1 - o.)6.*), i:!,2.

(1)
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Lemma 1. If (pt, L - pr) -f (pr, 1 - pr) < $, tt.n

,n((E + r'),) > lp*) (A") p*) (B*)l' .

Ir (pr, L - p) .(p2,, L - pz) < !, th"n

rn((E + r)") > plr:) Ø ò p9) @*).

(2)

(3)

Proof. First we check (2) and (3) hold fot n - 1. We havern((E +.t')r) -!,it
lÁt I : lBr I : Li ot n'((E + f )r) - 1 otherwise. We need only check the first case.

Now

pL',) (lt)uft) çat¡ < (pr, ! - pt)(pz, r - pr).

Hence, (3) holds when r¿ : 1, if (p1, L - pt)(p2,, t - pz) <

pù-r(pz, t-pz) < $, th"r, (rr, r-pt)(pz, 1- pz)< (å)': å Therefore

lp\',) ('+r)p[t)) (gt )]' < ,. Assume (2) and (3) hold for n. we show they atso hord

fornf 1. Denote

e.k

*

ek

€ Bir+t, with €ntL :'i )

Ð

t
h:I

2h
e Aï+t, with ,-*, : iI

TL

ek

*

ek

*

n+L

Ð
lc=I

nILt
k=1

Ai+t

Bi,*,

and

/r-- 1
{

{

for i : 0, 1. Let

(ø + r)'j*t : (Aï+t + Bi+r) + [0, #l *
L

i+j
Zn+t '

i, i :0, L.

Then

(ø + r)"*r : ((ø + r)ll, u (E + r')1"'*,) U(fr + r)lI, u (E + ¡)1"i,).

Obviously, (E + F)lI, u (E + F)',t+, and .E + F)9t+, U (.8 + F)åI, are clisjoint.

Ifence

nt((E * .F')",+r) I

>(*((ø + r)ll, ), ,n((E + r)å'+, )) + (m((ø + F)l'+, ), *((E + r)li, )) .
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By inductive assumption,

2m((E + F)'Í+r) > lr*) Øïì p*) (s'**r)l', o.:Iot2

On the other hand, there exist 0 1 r, U ( 1 such that

and

p*) (Ao.*r> : 
#r**') (Ál*, ) : #. rg*') (Á,+, )

and

Similarl¡

Therefore,

rn((E * F)",+r) >

At this stage, we need

If (pr, 1 - p) .(pz, 1 - pr) < r, then

æ U L-æ I-y æ t-y t-æ U

).( ptL-pz'L-rnpz

p*) (89.*r, : 
*rg*') (Bl*, ) : hrg*') 

(8,*, ).

p*) (A!,*r) : 
=#ufi+tt 

(A.+r)

p*) (B'**r) : 

=# 
ufr+tt (8,+).

=å l((å h)', (H#)') * (r##,¡", Ë#þ")l
. (r*'1.¿.+ ) uffi a,*' ) )'.

Lemma 2. Suppose 0 (ø, g <L. If (p,,, L-pt)+(pr, 1- pr) <$,tn",

(r;#)', E#ffti') * ( É=#r, Ë#ft)'),_, (4)

)Ptpz'!-pt]--p,
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that p1 <

pz 1U ( 1. So the left hand sides of (a) and (5) become

æu a.

Pt Pz

where a:2 ot t.

.(raifti )
( )

a a.
(6)

Ç#)"*(#fftlo>z (T)

Since the left hand side of (7) it increasing with respectto æ, we need to consider

the case

If fr++ < +=frh,*.can get the same conclusion by doing the same discus-

sion on y. From (8),

, : pt(l - pz)u _ nQ - pz)y ,^\*- :M'(el
Substitute (9) into (7),

u' (r - pz)"u' + pi(L - u). > ,nt6>z (10)

Clearly, the left hand side of (10) is decreasing with respect to p1.

First we prove (5). Remember that when o : 1 we require (pt, t - pr.).(pz, L -
pz) < $' tn""

L.raS-r(p2,7-pz)-'.

rr ft++ > #f¡, ta,"owe need to prove

r, L-y L-æ U

ptI-pz L-rrpz

(L-pr)u+p, 1-y))
pz(l - u + (s - pz)l2pz

(L-2pr)u'+pr's
zpTG-ù+(u-pr)'

(8)

Pr>lWhen

,u
-Pz

LHS of (10)

-,
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1- +Now we show that

Let

(t-s)+(u-pz) ) 1, or equivalently

[(t - zpr)u' + pzu] - lzpT\- s) + (y -p')l 2 0. ( 11)

r{u) : [(t - 2p2)vz + pzs] - lzpS\ - ù + @ - pz)l

:(1 - 2pz)az -r @z ¡ 2nl - r)u - zpT r pz.

Then h@z): /r(1) : 0 and 1i'@):2(L-zpz) I O(since o, > j).Therefore

l{y) ) 0 for u €lpz,7l.

If p, < $, tn"tt u < lG - pz)-L. Hence

LHS of ltol >At , -p,

-r.

(t-pr)yiaz(t-s))
pz(I - u) + (u - pr) lz(L - pz)

(t-pz)l(r-zpr)u'+pra
azl2pr(l - pz)(t - u) + @ - pr)l'

Let

lr(u) -(1 - pr)l1-zpz)u'+nzul -pzf2pr(l -pz)(r -ù+@-pr)l
:(1 - Bpz + zpl)u' + (pi - zpl)a + Qpsz - pÐ.

We have fz(pz): 0 and li@) :2(1-e2)(L-2pz)u +pZG-Zpr) > 0 (sinc 
" r, < l)

Hence fz(u) 2 0 for u ) pz. (5) has been proved.

Next we prove (a). Substituting a:2 into (10),

u'G-pz)zuz+pïG-ù'\ ô

n7[nz(t-ù+pt(u-où]"

Notice that (p1, 1- pÒl-(pz, L-pz) < $. fn""

o, < | - (pr, L - pr) : min{ } - or, } * or}.

( 12)
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Ifp2) $ tnu"

U2

F,
(12) >LHS of

(L-pr)'u'+p?(t-ù2

lprl - ù + (| - pz)(u - pr)l'

Let

sr@) -u'lG-pr)2u2 +p'r(t-ù'l -zp\lpr7-u) +{} -pr)@ -pr)l'.

Checking that e1 (pr) - s'r(pz) : 0, s'l(pz) > 0, slt) @r) > 0 and glo) @) > 0, we

know that g1(g) 2 0 when U) pz.

When p, a *,,

(L - pr)'u' + t-s),
lpr\-sl)+( ¡tPz

sz(ù : u, l0 - pz)zuz + pZG - ùrl - zpllpr(t - ø + f| + pz)(u - pr)1, .

For 92 we have gz(pz) :0, gL(pz) > 0 and

s|t) @) - 24u(L - pr), - npzz(r - s) + Lzply > 0

when y ) pz. Ilence gr(U) 2 gz(pz): 0 for A ) pz. I

I

,u'
p'z

(12)ofLHS

Xv - pr)l'

Let
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$4. Corw Tosstne Mn¡.suRns ou CeNron Snr.

In this section we consider measures ba^sed on the Cantor set but defined by coin

tossing. Define

uo: 
$-r@óo + (1 - p)o+).

Then uo is cartied on the set

(2. Ðt*
Ep:{ISlrn:0or1, lim fr=1 :1-p}

(- .) 7L-Ø n )O:T

which is a subset of the cantor r"t {å#1.", : 0, 1}. Let us see under what

condition the Lebesgue measure of the sumset of two Borel subset .E and F with

positive uo, and l,lpz measrtre respectively is positive, In Chapter 3 we proved when

pL: pz: I we have

m(E*.F') >u¿(E)"v¡(F)P

where a, B satisfy a-f0 
= i# and 3(o-1 + p-r) ( 8. In this section we will prove

Theorem 4.3. Let uo be defrned in the above, F:or any Borelsubseús E, F one ha,s

m(E -l r) > ur,(E)zur,(F)z

Proof. First we show the necessity of the condition of the theorem. We know that

for alnrost all numbers æ € [0, l](with respect to Lebesgue measure m) 0, 1 and

2 appear with equal frequency in the base B expansion of ø. For given æ e Eo,

,IL

if and only if p2: f - p1 and. tr < O, < ?.
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and g € Eor, suppose 0, 1 and 2 appear with the same frequency in the base 3

expansion of. æl gr. If there is a 0 in some decimal place of. æl g, then \¡/e can see

that it is 0 in the same place of both æ and 3t. Ilence \rye get Pr, Pz à $. Simitarty

we get !-pt, L- pz2 $ by.ottridering the frequency of 2in rlU.Therefore

I < nr, pz 1 S. rtthere is a 1 in some decimal place of. æ l3t, then it is a 0 in the

sarne place of æ and a 1 of 3l or the other $ray around. Hence we get

(pt (p,
1.

-5)+
1. 1

- -ì > -ql 
- 

q
Ðr)

and

[(1 -p,l-ål +[(1 -p,)-å, =å
which deduce that P1 I Pz : I.

Next we show that the condition is sufficient. Let Pt : P. Then Pz : I - p. We

will use the same method as in $2. We assume "E and F are subsets of. E, and E1-,

respectively. Let

A^ :t\- +lthere exist æ € -8, Lt ,,c. ,:0 or t),rtrL - \H,l*,there exist æ € -8, s.t. t : 
Ë #,,

and

Bn: {t +lthere exist æ € F, s.r. æ -'" t -- 30'
lc=L

t +. e: o or 1Lt ,rc'
lc=l Ù )

Let En - An+ t0, #] , Fn: Bn * [0, B'L] 
and (^u * tr'),+ (A^+ B*) + to,#l'

Define the measurc p,Y) on,9, : {ä&le¿:0, t} ot

t'9) : u\r{of,o+ 
(1 - p)6#)

"od ¡"1!o similarly. We check that

r,((E+r)r) >lpP(tòpl!"(Br)l'. (1)
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We have

(L-ù2
p2

(L - p)'
p2

al
0æ

- 2æa2 - 2(t - r)(1 - u)' + 2 *(L - u)',

æ2G - u).

we first check that f(r,u) > 3p2(l-p)'holds on the boundary of the shaded

areas. On the line ø - p - U - (L-p) we let

H 
:2*'u - 2(L - *)'(L - ù - 2

g(æ): l(*,*+I-2p)

- æ2(æ+ 1 - Zp)' * (t - æ)z(zp - *)2 + æ2 (2p - *)' .

Checking thar s(p) - 3p2(L -p)', g'(p):0, g"(p) ) 0,9(3)(p):0 ar¡d s@@) > 0

v¡e can get that g(n) > g(p) : 3p2 (L - p)z . 'We 
also have

(t - p)'
p2

/(r,0) - (1 - *)z + #>fG,4-,0)r-ù2
p2

'-Å#ñ>(1 - ù2>tu2(7-ù2

*io". ----L------ > $ > 3pz when I < o< f , uod
P" -f (L -'P1r'

(t - p)'
p'l\,u) : u2 + (7-a)'>3p'(t-p)'

similarly.

when n a $, we need to check l(0,ù ) 3p2(t-p)' for 0 ( g 1t-2p, and

l@,L) ) 3p2(L - p)' ïot 2p 1 æ 1 1. In fact

f\,u)- (1 - u)' > 4p' > zp'(I- p)' when 0 < y <t -2p;

Í(*,L) - æ2 > 4p'> gp'(l-p)z fot2p ( r ( 1.

and
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Now we consider l(*,U) for (ø,E) inside of the shaded a¡eas. Let

t_p)2- 2*u' -2(L - æ)(1 - a)' +2 *(L - U)z :0
p2

r-ù2- 2*'u -2(L - ù20 - u) -2 *2(r - u) :0.
p2

ar
0u

ar
0y

Then

(3)

(4)

Therefore solutions of (3) (if any) will satisfy

æ2U : (t - æ)(t - y)2 .

The only non-negative solution of (a) is y : t - æ. Lel

V*G - ù' : u(L- øxl - ù' - *'a'
:æza(L-ù- (1 -æ)2(1 -ù2.

s(æ) : f @,7 - æ) : zæz(t - *)' * 
(t -!)z *+

p'

Renrember we requite æ - p > u- (1 -p) fronr which (recalling lhar g - 1 - æ) we

deduce IhaI æ ) p. Hence it is suffices to show g(æ)> 3p,(l-p)z forp ( æ .--I.

However, we have g'(p) 2 0, g"(p) ) 0, g(3)(p) > 0 a¡rd g(4)(ø) > 0. Therefore,

s(n) > s(p) :\p'(L - p)z when p 1 æ '-L. r
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